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Introduction 1 
  
1 Introduction 
In the last few years there was a constant tendency regarding expansion in reliance on the 
renewable energy especially wind energy as a main source for generation of electrical energy. 
This tendency is expected to continue in the future in order to reduce the negative consequences 
of the combustion of fossil fuels, oils natural gases, etc…on the eco system. However, the large 
extension the wind power into the power system has changed its status to have the same status 
as a power plant which has to participate on the provision of grid services to guarantee stable 
operation of the grid. Such provisionally services are now formulated as a stipulated 
requirements in most of the grid codes all over the continent. Currently, most of the wind turbine 
technologies are equipped rather with a partially or fully rated frequency converter, which 
allows for fast active and reactive power control of the wind turbine as well as maximum energy 
yield through optimized speed operation.  
The doubly fed induction generator based wind turbine (DFIG-WT) with a partially rated 
converter is currently the dominating concept on the market. However, it suffers from high 
short-circuit current and DC voltage magnitudes during symmetrical and unsymmetrical current 
faults. Such high current and voltage magnitudes can be of harmful nature to the frequency 
converter, which requires protection against them either through protective devices like chopper 
and crowbar or through full disconnection from the grid under severe fault conditions. This may 
consequently not subject the DFIG-WT to the requirements of the grid codes. Furthermore, 
such high short-circuit current magnitudes will eventually elevate the fault current levels in the 
grid. Therefore, a deep understanding of the dynamic response of the DFIG-WT during 
different types of fault is essential in assessing the fault ride through (FRT) capability of it. 
Additionally, it will help in the knowledge of the fault current magnitudes of the DFIG-WT, 
which is crucial for the proper design of the electric power system component (e.g. circuit 
breakers, bus-bars, etc..) and protective relays setting for selective disconnection. Finally, 
proper techniques can be proposed to reduce such high current and voltage magnitudes through 
the right understanding of the dynamic nature of the machine without exploiting its capability 
limits. 
1.1 Thesis Objectives  
Based on the brief description provided above about the challenges of DFIG-WT connection to 
the grid a very detailed analysis of the dynamic behavior of the DFIG-WT under different fault 
types. This analysis defines the following objectives of this thesis: 
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• Detailed modelling of the individual components of the DFIG-WT, so that the 
simulation results reflect the actual behavior as close as possible. The modelling should 
not only consider the linear behavior of each component but also all system non-
linearity. 
• Developing of a controller structure for each of the turbine, the machine side converter and 
the line side converter. The controller design should allow for maximum energy yield, fast 
and accurate response, and a separate control of the positive and negative sequence 
component as well as selective frequency components. 
• Developing a method to assess the stability of the DFIG-WT output currents and voltages 
considering different grid stiffness, different controller parameters, different operating 
condition and the grid filters. Furthermore, developing of new methods to assess the 
influence of system non- linearity such as converter voltage limits and magnetic saturation 
on the system stability. 
• Detailed analysis of the symmetrical fault response of the DFIG-WT with a new approximate 
and accurate mathematical equations describing the short-circuit current parameters, like the 
transient impedance, time constants and eigen frequencies. 
• Proposing new methods for reduction of the peak short-circuit current, that will result in the 
highest reduction without exploiting the converter voltage limits, or operating in over 
modulation or in wind turbine disconnection. 
• Detailed analysis of the unsymmetrical fault response of the DFIG-WT under each control 
objective and proposing new approximate expressions that describes the negative sequence 
short-circuit current with the highest possible accuracy.  
• Proposing new method to estimate an equivalent parameters of the DFIG-WT that can be 
used in fault current calculation in accordance with IEC-60909 with the aid of parameter 
identification and no load FRT test and without any knowledge of the controller 
configuration. Furthermore, proposing a new method to estimate the equivalent R X  ratio 
in meshed networks, which leads eventually in much higher accuracy in comparison to other 
methods proposed in IEC-60909. 
1.2 Thesis Outlines 
Followed by the general introduction of the thesis objectives in this chapter, a statement about 
the disaster episode in the ecosystem in Chapter 2 is provided and how the renewable energy 
especially the wind energy is important in curbing such disasters.  Additionally, a brief 
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introduction about the current status of the wind energy and the different technologies of the 
wind turbines available on the market is made. 
Chapter 3 deals with the modelling of the DFIG-WT system. This includes the aerodynamics 
of the rotor blades, the mechanical shaft, semiconductor devices and generator. 
Chapter 4 deals with the developing of the control system for the DFIG-WT, followed by new 
criterion to assess the DFIG-WT output currents and voltages under different grid and controller 
configuration and considering the system non-linarites. 
After the modeling and stability assessment phase of the proposed system in Chapter 5 a very 
detailed analysis of the DFIG-WT response during symmetrical faults is performed. A new set 
of mathematical expressions were provided describing the different parameters characterizing 
the transient currents that constructs the total short-circuit currents. Additionally, the influence 
of the magnetic saturation and the voltage limitation of the converter on the short-circuit current 
behavior were analyzed. 
In Chapter 6 new methods to reduce the peak short-circuit current were provided. The new 
methods tend to increase the rate of change of the internal transient voltage or virtually increase 
the transient impedance or increase the damping of the transient components. The new methods 
were designed based on the knowledge of the transfer function of the DFIG stator and rotor 
currents with and without the feed-forward decoupled control. In order to achieve the highest 
peak reduction with exploiting the converter voltage limits and running into over modulation 
or system disconnection the mean variance mapping optimization (MVMO), which is a new 
population-based stochastic optimization technique, was adapted to optimally tune the 
parameters of the transient impedance compensation. 
The analysis of the unsymmetrical fault response of the DFIG-WT was provided in Chapter 7. 
Under unsymmetrical faults there are predefined controller objective which can be set one at a 
time. Therefore, the analysis for each controller objective was performed and new mathematical 
expressions describing the negative sequence current parameters were provided and validated. 
Finally, a modified pulsating torque suppression control was proposed that will result in much 
faster response and lower number of transient currents. Nevertheless, the influence of the 
negative sequence voltage limitation, which is more likely to happen during unsymmetrical 
faults, were assessed and a method to account for it in the provided mathematical model of the 
negative sequence current was proposed. 
In Chapter 8 a new method to estimate the equivalent parameters; the R X  ratio and the 
locked rotor current ratio of the DFIG-WT for calculating of the short-circuit current in a direct 
manner as measured according to IEC-60909. The new method does not require any previous 
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knowledge of the controller configuration and it utilize a parameter identification to estimate 
the transient impedance as well as the R X  ratio from the FRT test under no-load condition. 
Additionally, a new method to estimate the equivalent R X  ratio in meshed networks was 
proposed. The new method is based on linearizing the exponential decaying term and it gives a 
better interpretation of the R X  ratio meaning and it provides also higher accuracy compared 
to the methods found in IEC-60909. 
Chapter 9 summarizes the main content and contribution of this work and how it could be 
utilized for further analysis of interconnection aspects of large scale integration and control of 
WTs. 
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2 Wind Energy and The Global Climate Change  
For 650,000 years the concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere has never 
exceed 300 ppm [1]. However, since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution (in the year 
1750) [2] the atmospheric concentration of CO2 has increased 40%, from 280 ppm in 1750 to 
400 ppm in 2015 as shown in Figure 2-1 [3]. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) there is a scientific consensus that human activities (e.g. combustion 
of fossil fuels, principally coal, oil, and natural gas, along with deforestation) are the main 
causes of greenhouse gases (H2O, CO2, CH4, N2O, O3 and CFCs)
1 [4]. 
 
Figure 2-1 Concentration of mid-tropospheric CO2 for thousands of years before today [1] 
 
Figure 2-2 Atmospheric concentration of CO2 in the last 50 years [3] 
 Greenhouse gases have a heat trapping nature, which was demonstrated by the physicist John 
Tyndall and the Swedish scientist Svante Arrhenius in the year 1860 and 1896, respectively [5]. 
                                                 
1 H2O: Water, CO2: Carbon Dioxide, CH4: Methane, N2O: Nitrous Oxide, O3: Ozone, CFCs: Chlorofluorocarbons 
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Those gases accumulate in the Earth’s atmosphere blocking heat radiating from earth toward 
space from escaping and causing surface air temperatures and subsurface ocean temperatures 
to rise as shown in Figure 2-2. This leads to an overall increase of the global temperature[6] [7] 
that is expected to reach 5.2 degrees Celsius by the year 2100 [8]. One way to reduce emission 
would be to replace fossil-fuel-based power by alternative sources of energy, such as solar and 
wind. 
The global climate change has harmful effects on ecosystems, biodiversity and the livelihoods 
of people worldwide [9]. Despite the warning statements published by leading scientific 
organizations worldwide, which discuss the seriousness of the current situation [10], there are 
no signs of improvement, especially with the increasing significance of shale oil [11] and the 
expected failure of the United Nations Climate Change conference [12], which was held in Paris 
from November 30th to December 11th 2015 [13].  
 
Figure 2-3 Global mean land-ocean temperature index from 1880 to present [8] 
However, the increased public awareness and political pressure to tackle the climate problem 
have forced governments to pass laws that are geared towards reducing the problem and to 
develop plans to expand the reliance on renewable energy. In 2014, the number of countries 
focusing on renewable energy by pursuing environmental friendlier increased. Some of the 
ambitious targets include a rising number of countries with 100% renewable energy or 
electricity targets [14]. An example of this would be Denmark which has declared to achieve a 
100% non-fossil based power generation system by 2050 [15]. As of early 2015, at least 164 
countries have renewable energy targets as shown in Figure 2-4 [14], and an estimated number 
of 145 countries already have renewable energy support policies in place [16]. 
In terms of power generation wind energy is the least cost solution. Next to solar power, it is 
also the best leading technology regarding of dollars committed [16] [17]. According to various 
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studies wind energy has the potential to meet the world’s energy demand while even generating 
surplus [18] [19] [20]. Additionally, the current wind energy technology has many 
environmental benefits, including the elimination of local air pollution, almost zero water 
consumption and operation without producing greenhouse gases. However, its greatest benefit 
is the reduction of CO2 production of about 371 million tons in 2013. Further, this decline is 
expected to increase up to 899 million tons annually by the year 2020 and up to 1,521 million 
tons annually by the year 2030 [17]. 
 
Figure 2-4 Countries with renewable energy targets and policies [15] 
2.1 Global Wind Power Status 
Wind power has established itself as a main source for the generation of electricity in the past 
decade by delivering at least 3.4% of the world's electricity in 2014, a figure expected to 
increase to 6 -8% by 2020 and 8-17% by 2030 [17] [21]. Despite the dramatic decline of oil 
prices, wind power continued to grow in 2014 with a global installation of 51 GW and a total 
cumulative installed capacity of 372 GW. The offshore wind power represented 1.7 GW of the 
global total installed capacity in 2014 with a global cumulative of 7.5 GW, which accounts for 
2% of the total wind capacity installed around the world [17] [22]. It is expected that the growth 
rate of wind power capacity will have grown 8.9% by the end of 2015, based on this figure, it 
is expected to reach 611-800 GW by 2020 and 964-1934 GW by 2030 [17], [21].  
In 2014, the market growth was led by three countries accounting for 65% of the total installed 
capacity, China, Germany and the United States. The greatest expansion took place in China, 
where 23.3 GW of wind power was installed newly, which led to a total cumulative of 115 GW. 
In response to catastrophic rates of air pollution the Chinese government has announced new 
counter measures, relying on the expansion of wind power with an expected figure of 200 GW 
of wind power by 2020. Figure 2-5 shows the 10 leading countries of total installed wind power 
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capacity. In several countries such as Denmark, Nicaragua, Portugal and Spain, wind generates 
more than 20% of the electricity needed [21], [22]. 
 
Figure 2-5 Top 10 leading countries with total installed wind power capacity [16] 
 
Figure 2-6 Annual wind power installation in Europe from 2001 to present [22] 
The total installed wind power capacity in 2014 in the European Union added up to 11.8 GW 
showing a fall back to 11.9 GW in 2012 as shown in Figure 2-6 [22]. This figure is expected to 
reach 182-226 GW by 2020 and 253-389 by 2030 [17]. Germany leads the European market as 
shown in Figure 2-7and came second place globally concerning the newly installed capacity in 
the year 2014 with 5.3 GW representing a 58% increase in comparison to the previous year. 
Also Germany takes the third place globally regarding the total installed capacity of 
approximately 39 GW [16] [23]. The expansion of the German wind market is owed to its 
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parliament’s decision to fully phase out nuclear energy by 2022 and to the amended Renewable 
Energy Sources Act (EEG), which came into force on 1 January 2012 [17] [22]. These decisions 
will have a significant impact on Germany’s energy provision until and beyond 2020.  
 
Figure 2-7 European wind market share for total installed capacity [23] 
2.2 Wind Turbine Concepts 
Till the year 1998 the majority of the installed wind turbines operated with fixed speed [24], 
[25]. It was a cheap and simple technology but inherited many disadvantages. Yet, these never 
created any unmanageable difficulties. However, since the establishment of grid codes the wind 
turbine technology has developed rapidly in order to match the stipulated requirements as well 
as to optimize energy yields, efficiency and overall costs. Based on rotation speed, the 
commercial wind turbine concepts can be classified into fixed speed, limited variable speed and 
variable speed. Wind turbines can be further classified into partial or full-scale power electronic 
converter and additionally into geared drive or direct-drive [24], [26].  
2.2.1 Fixed Speed Wind Turbine 
This type incorporate a three-stage gearbox and a squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG) as 
shown in Figure 2-8. The SCIG is directly connected to the stator with a capacitor bank for 
reactive power compensation and a soft-starter for smooth grid connection. A stall/ active stall 
control is integrated to allow for constant speed operation and to limit the speed and power 
output beyond the rated values [27]. In order to increase the energy yield and to reduce audible 
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noise a pole changeable generator with two stator windings that include different numbers of 
pole pairs is used. Thus, it enables operation at two rotational speeds [24], [26]. 
Despite being robust, easy and relatively cheap, the SCIG wind turbine also features many 
disadvantages. First, electromechanical torque variations due to wind speed fluctuations can 
result in mechanical stress and may eventually lead to swing oscillations between turbine and 
generator shaft. Further disadvantages are flickers, diminished aerodynamic efficiency, large 
mass and high costs due to the indispensable gearbox and the lack of voltage support capability. 
SCIG
Gear
box
 
Figure 2-8 Layout of fixed speed SCIG-WT 
2.2.2 Limited Variable Speed Wind Turbine 
In order to increase the operational speed range, reduce the mechanical stress and to improve 
the power quality issues, the SCIG is replaced by a wound rotor induction generator (WRIG). 
The latter features variable rotor resistance by means of an optically controlled converter 
mounted on the rotor shaft, where the three-stage gearbox, capacitor bank and the soft-starter 
are still in place as shown in Figure 2-9 [28]. 
The energy extracted from the external power conversion is funneled as heat loss in the 
controllable resistance. Therefore, the speed range, which is dependent on the size of the 
variable resistance, is limited to 10% above the synchronous speed to reduce the heat loss. 
2.2.3 Variable Speed Wind Turbine with Partial-Scale Converter 
In this set-up a doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) is used as shown in Figure 2-10, where 
the stator is directly connected to the grid and the rotor is linked through a partially scaled power 
electronic converter to enable variable speed operation. The dynamic speed range is dependent 
on the size of the frequency converter. A typical rating for the latter is 25-30% of the generator 
capacity leading to a typical speed range of ±30% around the synchronous speed [26]. The 
frequency converter also allows the rotor energy, to be fed into the grid instead of being 
dissipated. Moreover, this set-up can perform reactive power compensation and smooth grid 
connection. 
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The multi-stage gearbox as well as the slip-rings are still inevitable to have some drawbacks, 
such as heat dissipation from friction, regular maintenance and audible noise. 
WRIG
Gear
box
R
 
Figure 2-9 Layout of limited variable speed WRIG-WT 
DFIG
Gear
box
MSC LSC  
Figure 2-10 Layout of variable speed DFIG-WT 
2.2.4 Variable Speed Wind Turbines with Full-Scale Converter 
The generator types used in this set-up are connected to the grid through a full scale converter. 
The full-scale power converter performs reactive power compensation and smooth grid 
connection throughout the entire speed range. However, it has a higher cost and greater power 
losses. Three different types of drive-generator systems are combined within this concept. 
These are the direct-drive generator, the single-stage geared generator and the multiple-staged 
geared generator. 
2.2.4.1 Direct-Drive Generator  
The direct-drive (DD) generator rotates at a low speed, which results in the necessity of large 
size, large diameter for the implementation of a large number of poles with a reasonable pitch 
and large volume of the generator in order to produce high torques, limit the torque density, 
reduce weight and to keep winding losses small. A main advantage of this system is the absence 
of the gearbox and the brushes which consequently leads to less maintenance and lower costs. 
Still, the generator and the fully-scaled converter are rather large, heavy and expensive. 
Figure 2-11 shows the configuration of a DDWT (the gearbox is omitted), where two types of 
generators are used. These are the electrically excited synchronous generator (EESG) and the 
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permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) [24]. The latter is classified into radial flux, 
axial flux and transversal flux permanent magnet [26]. 
The EESG has lower iron losses when compared to the PMSG due to the exciter, which can 
control the excitation flux. However, it has a larger volume and weight and field losses of the 
exciter are inevitable. Yet, the PMSG is characterized by higher efficiency, lighter weight, 
better thermal characteristics and higher reliability in comparison to the EESG. Nevertheless, 
the PM materials are expensive and their availability is uncertain. Also, they demagnetize at 
high temperatures and require special corrosion protection when used in offshore wind farms 
[24], [26]. 
PM/EE
SG
Gear
box
MSC LSC
 
Figure 2-11 Layout of geared/gearless variable speed PM/EE SG-WT  
2.2.4.2 Single-Stage Geared Generator 
This set-up is a compromise between geared systems and DD systems, where a single-stage 
planter gearbox is used with the EESG or the PMSG to increase the speed roughly 10 times 
higher as shown in Figure 2-11. Consequently, the generator is much smaller, cheaper and more 
reliable. 
2.2.4.3 Multiple-Stage Geared Generator 
In order to reduce the generator’s volume, improve its efficiency, obtain better fault-ride 
through capability than the DFIG and to dispense with the brushes, a multiple-gearbox is used 
with a PMSG or a SCIG as shown in Figure 2-12. 
PMSG
SCIG
Gear
box
MSC LSC
 
Figure 2-12 Layout of geared variable speed PMSG/ SCIG-WT 
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2.3 Latest Development of Wind Turbines 
With the rising importance of wind power as a clean, safe and low cost option energy source, 
which consequently led to a steady increase of markets, larger and more efficient wind turbines 
are developed, especially for the offshore industry. The rate of increase of wind turbine size 
was slow beginning 1980 and early 2000. However, since 2001, when the first multi-megawatt 
offshore wind farm was commissioned [29], [30], the rate has risen especially due to the 
offshore industry, where operational restrictions and installation constraints are loose. Further, 
advance has been supported by developments in power electronics. Figure 2-13 shows the 
progress as well as the future expectations of the size and the rating of the WT and the role of 
power electronics. 
Up to now, the largest commercial wind turbine is the V164-8.0 introduced by Vestas, the 
world’s largest manufacturer of wind turbines. The V164-8.0 has a power rating of 8 MW and 
a rotor diameter of 164 m [31]. Table. 2-1 shows the world’s largest wind turbine manufacturers 
and their largest wind turbine. 
 
Figure 2-13 Evolution of wind turbine size and power electronics from 1980 until 2018 [15] 
Currently, the DFIG-WT is the dominating concept [15]. However, manufacturers are looking 
for alternatives in order to get rid of the brushes. A promising alternative would be the brushless 
doubly-fed induction generator [32]. Additionally, with further developments in the power 
electronics sector and the decreasing prices and the availability of the materials for permanent 
magnet is guaranteed, the direct-drive turbines would be the most suitable generator, which 
currently makeup 27% of the global market [21]. There are further alternatives to avoid the use 
of power electronics. Such as the set-up proposed by Dewind, where a hydraulic torque replaced 
the power electronic converter connecting a synchronous machine directly to the grid in order 
to convert the variable speed into constant speed [24]. 
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Table 2-1 Top 10 Wind turbine manufacturers2 
Manufacturer Market 
share 
Country Concept Type name kW 
Vestas 11.6% Denmark PMSG-WT V164-8.0 8000 
Siemens 9.5% Denmark PMSG-WT SWT-6.0-
154 
6000 
Goldwind 9.0% China PMSG-WT GW121/2500 2500 
GE 8.7% USA DFIG-WT GE 2.85-100 2850 
Enercon 7.3% Germany EESG-WT E-126 7580 
Suzlon 
(Senvion) 
5.5% India 
(Germany) 
DFIG-WT 6.2M152 6000 
United Power 4.8% China DFIG-WT UP6000-136 6000 
Gamesa 4.5% Spain PMSG-WT G132-5.0 5000 
Mingyang 3.9% China PMSG-WT SCD 3.0 3000 
Envision 3.7% China DFIG-WT 4.0-136 4000 
2.4 The Current Grid Codes 
The increased penetration of the wind power into the power system has changed the status of 
wind power rather from being a passive energy source to have the same status as a power plant 
and to act like an active generation unit. In favor of that, the transmission system operators 
(TSOs) have issued grid codes and requirements that regulate the connection of the wind farms 
into the electrical grid and their operation during grid disturbances, with the objective to 
improve and stabilize wind turbine behavior, decrease the amounts of wind power lost 
following system disturbances and to provide the wind power stations with operational 
characteristics similar to those of the conventional power plants [33]. The grid codes stipulate 
the wind farm to adhere to the requirements regarding Fault Ride-Through (FRT), Reactive 
Current Supply, Active Power and Frequency Control, Voltage and Frequency Operating Range 
and Reactive Power Control and Voltage Regulation. 
German Grid Codes 
The first German grid codes that apply to networks with voltage levels 380, 220 and 110 kV 
was introduced in the year 2003 [34], and was later reformed in the year 2006 [35] based on the 
recommendations of the so-called “dena-study”, a study conducted in 2005 by the German 
                                                 
2 Data is based on the specifications mentioned on the manufacturer’s website 
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transmission system operators in collaboration with the wind turbine manufactures and several 
research institutes [36]. In the year 2008, Germany was the first and only country to issue a 
separate grid code for offshore wind farms specifying 155 kV for grid connection point [37]. 
FRT Requirements 
Figure 2-14 shows the required FRT according to E. ON grid code. The wind turbine should 
not trip during operation in area 1 and after fault clearance the active power must increase with 
a rate of 20% of the rated power per 1 second. In area 2, short time interruption (STI) is allowed 
only to prevent instability and after fault clearance resynchronization should take place within 
2 second and active power must increase with a rate of 10% of rated power per 1 second. STI 
is only allowed in area 3 and after fault clearance the resynchronization can be longer than 2 s 
and the active power increase rate can be less than 10%/second. In area 4, the disconnection is 
performed through the supervisory grid protection. According to the FRT requirements, the 
wind turbine should ride through 100% voltage drop at the connection point (HV side) for a 
duration of 150 ms.  
 
Figure 2-14 FRT requirements [35] 
Reactive Current Supply During Voltage Drop Requirements 
The E. ON grid code specifies that the wind turbine must support the grid voltage by injecting 
a reactive current in accordance to the stipulations shown in Figure 2-15. The voltage grid 
support must take place within 20 ms after fault recognition and the reactive current should be 
at least 2% of the rated current per 1% voltage dip. 
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Figure 2-15 Voltage support requirements [35] 
 
Figure 2-16 Active power reduction with over frequency requirements [35] 
Active Power and Frequency Control 
The wind farms are required to participate in the generation management in order to ensure a 
reliable operation, in which it should be possible to reduce the power output to a new set point 
value which corresponds to a percentage value referred to the grid connection capacity. The 
wind farm must have the ability to reduce its power output to the new set point with a gradient 
of 10 % of the grid capacitance per minute without being disconnected. When the frequency 
exceeds 50.2 Hz the wind turbine must reduce its active power by a gradient of 40% of the 
available power per minute.  
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Voltage and Frequency Operating Range 
The wind turbine must operate continuously within the voltage frequency range indicated in 
Figure 2-17. Outside the frequency range of 47.5-51.5 Hz the wind turbine should disconnect 
immediately and in the frequency range of 50.25-51.5 Hz the active power must be limited with 
the frequency rise. 
 
Figure 2-17 Voltage/frequency operating range requirements [35] 
Reactive Power Control and Voltage Regulation 
The wind turbines must fulfill the range of reactive power provision without limiting the active 
power output as displayed in Figure 2-18. The operating point for the steady-state reactive 
power can be defined by referring either to power factor, or to reactive power level (Q in Mvar) 
or to voltage level (V in kV).  
 
Figure 2-18 Reactive power provision during normal operation requirements [35] 
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3 Modeling of a Wind Turbine System 
A detailed dynamic response analysis of the DFIG-WT requires appropriate modelling of the 
wind turbine system. The degree of modelling depends on the intended type of study. Therefore; 
in this study a very detailed model of wind and aerodynamics as presented in [38] [39] would 
be irrelevant. Instead less detailed models are implemented. The DFIG-WT system structure 
used in this work is shown in Figure 3-1 [40] [41]. 
Wind Turbine 
Aerodynamics
Drive Train Generator
Frequency
Converter
Turbine 
Control
Mechanical
Torque
Rotor Speed
Electromagnetic
Torque
Generator Speed
Generator 
Voltage
Grid Voltage
Active & ± Reactive
Power
Grid Voltage
Active & Reactive
Power
Active & Reactive
Current Setpoints
Wind
Pitch Angle
 
Figure 3-1 Wind Turbine system model 
The Wind Turbine Aerodynamics block represents the process of energy extraction and 
conversion of the wind by the rotor blades to mechanical energy. It includes the aerodynamic 
model of the rotor blades and the pitch drive. 
The Drive Train block represents the mechanical shaft that couples the rotor hub with the 
generator. The mechanical shaft consists of slow and fast shafts. The slow shaft is linked to the 
hub and to the low speed side of the gearbox. The gearbox multiplies the rotational speed of the 
fast shaft, which is linked to the generator. 
The Generator block represents the electric generator, which in this case is the DFIG. The 
generator transforms the mechanical power into electric power as a function of the grid voltage. 
The Frequency Converter block represents the voltage source converter (VSC) including the 
grid side converter, machine side converter and the DC link. The VSC generates the required 
generator output voltage in relation to the feed in control signals. 
The Turbine Control block represents the control that is responsible for adjusting the rotor speed 
and generator’s active and reactive power. 
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3.1 Wind Turbine Aerodynamics 
The kinetic energy of any moving object with a constant mass m, that is moving in a straight 
line with speed v is given by: 
  2
k
1
2
E mv  (3.1) 
Assuming a uniform stream tube around a rotor plane as shown in Figure 3-2. The upstream, 
stream and downstream wind speed are designated as v1, v2 and v3 respectively, and the 
upstream, rotor and downstream cross sectional area are designated as A1, A2 and A3 
respectively. If the air density is assumed as constant and the air flow is incompressible, the 
continuity equation can be written as: 
  
1 1 2 2 3 3 constantm Av A v A v        (3.2) 
where m  is the flow rate and   is the air density. 
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Figure 3-2 Stream tube model around wind turbine rotor 
According to Euler’s pump equation, the force exerted by the wind on the rotor is given by [42]: 
   2 2 1 3F A v v v    (3.3) 
Applying Bernoulli’s equation, assuming constant gravitational potential energy, yields the net 
work done on the rotor as [43]: 
   2 2w 1 3
1
2
E m v v    (3.4) 
Finally, the power extracted from the wind is calculated as follow: 
  
w wP E Fx    (3.5) 
Substituting eq. (3.3) and (3.4) in eq. (3.5) and considering eq. (3.2) yields: 
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  (3.6) 
where 
3
1
v
b
v
  is the interference factor. 
The power coefficient term ( Pc ) in eq. (3.6) represents a dimensionless ratio of the extractable 
power to the available kinetic power in the wind, which is a measure of the wind turbine’s 
efficiency. The maximum value of the power coefficient is found by differentiating Pc  with 
respect to b which yields a value of 0.59 (59.3%) at 1 3b   [44]. This value is named after the 
German physicist Albert Betz, known as Betz limit and is applied to all wind turbine designs. 
The Betz limit is only a theoretical value and rather a lower value between 35%-40% can be 
achieved in modern wind turbines because of frictional losses, blade surface roughness and 
mechanical imperfections [42]. 
3.1.1 Rotor Blades Aerodynamics 
As stated earlier the wind flow applies a force on the rotor blade. According to the Blade 
Element Momentum Theory (BEM) this force decomposes into axial xF  and tangential F  
forces, which are determined by the lift Lc  and drag Dc  coefficients [44]. Those forces are 
examined along the blade profile by dividing the blade into N number of sections as shown in 
Figure 3-3 (usually from 10 to 20) and equating the force at each segment. Later on, numerical 
integration is performed along the blade span to determine the blade power coefficient [43]. 
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Figure 3-3 Schematic of the blade element model 
The force profile on a rotor segment is shown in Figure 3-4. From this the following can be 
derived [44] [43]: 
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Figure 3-4 Force profile on an airfoil 
The differential torque due to the tangential force at a distance r, with B as the number of blades, 
is given by: 
   2wi L D
1
d d cos sin
2
T B v c r r c c      (3.8) 
and the power extracted by each segment is calculated as: 
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where Ω is the rotational speed. 
The overall rotor power coefficient can be calculated based on eq.(3.9) from the following: 
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where the suffix h refers to the hub, 
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 is the tip speed ratio, and Fc  is a factor representing the tip 
losses. 
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3.1.2 Power Coefficient Representation for Simulation 
The expression of the power coefficient in eq. (3.10) agrees rather well with the measurement 
data. However, the simulation of such an expression would require a considerable 
computational effort. Therefore, an alternative method would be to refer to a  P ,c    lookup 
table as the one shown in Figure 3-5. 
 
Figure 3-5  P ,c    curves for pitch controlled wind turbine 
In order to avoid large memory use during simulation of a large number of machines and to 
avoid the interpolation process associated with a  P ,c    lookup table, an alternative method 
would be a non-linear function in the form of [41]: 
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or by a polynomial fit representation given by [45]: 
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Another method presented in [41] based on the linearization of the aerodynamic model along 
the operating trajectory as shown in Figure 3-6 is given by: 
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3.1.3 Pitch System 
Wind turbines are designed to yield maximum energy extraction from wind to produce clean 
energy as cheaply as possible. Consequently, they are designed to operate at maximum wind 
speed not higher than 15 m/s, because wind speed beyond 15 m/s is rare, and to limit the 
mechanical stresses on the wind turbine structure and the power rating of the converter and the 
generator. Therefore, all wind turbines are designed with a power control strategy that limits 
the mechanical power input as well as the generator speed excursion during grid faults.  
The mechanical power can be limited through three major methods, i.e., by using the 
aerodynamic characteristic of the rotor blade, which is referred to as stall control, by 
manipulating the Pc value through pitch angle, which is referred to as pitch control, or by using 
both the aerodynamic characteristic of the rotor blade and the pitch angle, which is referred to 
as active stall control or combi stall control [46]. 
 
Figure 3-6 Rotor power operating trajectories 
3.1.3.1 Stall Control 
In stall control the rotor blades are bolted at a fixed angle to the hub, while the blades are 
aerodynamically designed so that turbulences are created behind the rotor blade in order to limit 
the lift force the moment the wind speed reaches its maximum value [47]. Additionally, the 
blade is twisted along its longitudinal axis to ensure that stalling occurs gradually and not 
abruptly.  
The main advantage of the stall control is that it happens passively not requiring complex 
control and moving parts in the rotor. However, it represents a very complex aerodynamic 
design, there are design challenges in the structural dynamics of the wind turbine [40], as well 
as further power reduction as wind speed increases [27]. 
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3.1.3.2 Pitch Control 
In pitch control the power coefficient is reduced by pitching the blades out of the wind [47]. 
The pitch control requires sophisticated engineering to set the pitch angle as required and to 
avoid overlapping between pitch and torque controllers. However, pitch control ensures a 
simple, fast and reliable control and allows for smother control of the active power [27]. 
Therefore, pitch control is the most commonly used method implemented for power limitation 
in modern multi-MW wind turbines [46] [48]. It is also the method implemented in this work. 
3.1.3.3 Active Stall Control 
The active stall control resembles a combination between stall and pitch control, where the rotor 
blades go into deeper stall by pitching the rotor blade into the wind. In another sense the rotor 
blades will be moved in the opposite direction in contrast to the pitch control in order to increase 
the angle of attack. Thus, in contrast to stall control, the mechanical power is kept constant 
whenever the wind speed increases beyond its rated value [47] [46] [27]. The active stall control 
allows also for accurate power control to avoid power overshooting at the beginning of a gust 
wind [40].  
Since the active stall machines have pitchable blades, it is rather an economic question whether 
it is worth to pay for the additional complexity of the blade design, when a pitch mechanism 
already exists. 
3.2 Drive Train 
The drive train represents the structural dynamics of the wind turbine’s mechanical system, 
which, in addition to the tower, has a direct influence on the generator speed and consequently 
on the power output. The drive train consists of rotor blades, hub, low speed shaft, gearbox, 
high speed shaft, and generator rotor. 
An accurate modelling of the mechanical system requires the employment of finite element 
models (FEM) [49] [41]. This type of modeling requires a thorough knowledge of the wind 
turbine structure, which is not available, and it introduces high levels of complexity that are 
unnecessary. Instead of using FEM, if only the dominant Eigen frequencies are to be 
considered, the drive train can be seen as a multi-mass system [47], which exhibits multi-
torsional modes. 
In [41] it was shown that the tower vibration has no remarkable influence on the generator speed 
or power output and could therefore be ignored, while the impact of rotor Eigen frequency and 
tower shadow can be ignored as proposed in [50] [41]. Additionally, the gearbox can be 
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considered as being flexible [49] [38] [27]. Accordingly, the drive train can be represented by 
a three-mass model with two torsional modes [49]. The first torsional mode describes the 
rotation of the rotor flexible blade inertia against the combined inertia of the hub and the rigid 
blade, while the second torsional mode describes the rotation of the combined inertia of the 
rigid rotor and hub against the inertia of the generator. 
Two-Mass Model Representation 
The three-mass model may not be suitable for the simulation of a large number of machines. 
Additionally, the low-frequency mode is only required for the stability study of the electrical 
system [49]. Therefore, the three-mass model can be reduced to an effective two mass model 
that gives an accurate representation of the low-frequency mode [51].  
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Figure 3-7 Two-mass model of the drive train 
The two-mass model is characterized by a larger inertia, which represents the combined inertia 
of both rotor and hub, rotating against a much smaller inertia, which represents the generator 
as shown in Figure 3-7. The dynamic equations showing the two-mass model referred to the 
high speed side3 are described by: 
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  (3.14) 
The derivation of the equivalent parameter of the two-mass model is achieved through 
estimating the value of the low-frequency mode with the aid of spectral analysis and solving 
the following set of equations [50] [51]: 
                                                 
3 The referring of all terms to the high speed shaft is found in [38] 
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The estimation of the damping coefficient is difficult due to the nonlinearities of the drive train. 
However, the damping coefficient can be calculated as presented in [38] by equating the 
logarithmic decrement from the amplitude of subsequent periods with the help of detailed 
simulation as follows: 
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  (3.16) 
where a is the amplitude of the oscillation with a period tp [38]. 
With the damping ratio defined as: 
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The damping coefficient can then be calculated using the stiffness as follows: 
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Figure 3-8 Two-level voltage source converter 
3.3 Frequency Converter  
Power electronics converters are used to control power flow in variable-speed drives during 
steady-state and dynamic periods. In DFIG-WT the back-to-back voltage source converter 
(VSC) is widely used. This is owed to its simplicity and the possibility of building redundancy 
into the string of series-connected switching devices [49]. Additionally, it allows power 
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generation in sub- and super synchronous modes, active and reactive power control and 
harmonic compensation [52]. 
The voltage level of the VSC used in a wind turbine application is classified into low voltage 
(400-690 V) and medium voltage (3- 6.6 kV) [53]. In DFIG-WT the low voltage two-level 
converter shown in Figure 3-8 is commonly used, while for medium voltage converter, the 
three-level NPC is the common topology. 
 
Figure 3-9 Current and voltage limits for semiconductor devices [54] 
 
Figure 3-10 Switching frequency ranges for semiconductor devices [54] 
3.3.1 Semiconductor Devices 
There are several semiconductor devices on the market that can be used as switching devices 
in VSC, for example, a metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET), an 
insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT), a gate turn-off thyristor (GTO), and an integrated gate 
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commutated thyristor (IGCT). The semiconductor devices are characterized based on their 
power rating and switching frequency as shown in Figure 3-9. 
The IGBT is the dominating semiconductor device used in converter systems for DFIG-WT 
with voltage ratings of up to 6.5 kV and DC current ratings of up to 3.6 kA commercially 
available on the market. The IGBT offers turn-on and off capability, thus, allowing full 
controllability over a wide range of switching frequencies. The switching frequency is 
determined by the switching losses, which define the upper limit at approximately 5kHz, and 
the harmonic generation, which defines the lower limit at approximately 500 Hz as depicted in 
Figure 3-10. 
The IGBT is developed by combining both a bipolar junction transistor (BJT) and a MOSFET, 
monolithically on the same silicon wafer in order to combine the qualities of both devices [55].  
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Figure 3-11 IGBT equivalent circuit diagram [54] 
Therefore, the IGBT can be modeled as a BJT driven by a MOSFET, where the IGBT properties 
are influenced by the parasitic elements of the IGBT structure as shown in the equivalent circuit 
of Figure 3-11. The physical interpretation and designation of the parasitic elements of the 
IGBT equivalent circuit are evident in Table 3-1 [54]. 
The switching behavior of an IGBT under hard switching in the test circuit shown in Figure 3-
12 is presented in Figure 3-13. When the IGBT is turned on at t1, a gate current starts flowing 
and charges the gate-emitter capacitance GEC ; the gate-emitter voltage GEV  rises with a time 
constant dependent on the gate resistance and the input capacitance.  
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Since 
GEV is still below the threshold value GE(th)V , no collector current CI  will flow during this 
time interval, referred to as turn-on delay time td(on), till the threshold value is reached at t2.  
Table 3-1 Physical interpretation of IGBT parasitic elements [54] 
Symbol Designation Physical interpretation 
CGE Gate-emitter capacitance Overlapping gate and source metallization; 
dependent on gate-emitter voltage; 
independent of collector-emitter voltage 
CGC  Gate-collector capacitance Miller capacitance; generated by overlapping 
of gate and n- -drift area 
CCE Collector-emitter capacitance Junction capacitance between n
- - drift area 
and p-well; dependent on cell surface, 
breakdown voltage and collector-emitter 
voltage 
RW Lateral resistance of the p-well Base-emitter resistance of the parasitic 
bipolar NPN transistor 
RD Drift resistance Resistance of the n - region (base resistance 
of the PNP transistor) 
RG Internal gate resistance Polysilicon gate resistance; additional series 
resistors are often needed in modules with 
several transistor chips to minimize 
oscillations between chips 
CCv L
i
1D
1T
CEv
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LR
LL
Ci
 
Figure 3-12 Test circuit for IGBT hard switching 
After reaching the threshold voltage the collector current will start to rise and reach its nominal 
value in a time interval denoted by the rise time tr, which is dependent on the load and the 
IGBT’s transconductance. Due to the current flow a voltage drop will occur in the collector-
emitter voltage CEV due to the stray inductance L
4. When CI reaches the full load current (1 
                                                 
4 There was no data regarding stray inductance and its value was assumed in the range of nH 
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p.u.) the diode will start to turn-off. However, 
CI will keep on rising, until the diode internal 
storage charge is discharged which causes the diode current to flow in reverse direction.  
 
Figure 3-13 Switching behavior of IGBT  
The collector current will increase beyond the load current till it reaches the diode’s maximum 
reverse recovery current RRMI  at t3 when the pn-junction in the diode becomes free of charge 
carriers. After that CI declines to the load current value (diode current declines to the reverse 
current) and CEV drops steeply. This time period when the load current is fully commutated by 
the IGBT (diode forward current reaches zero) till the diode current reaches its reverse value is 
referred to as transient recovery time trr. 
At t4 when the IGBT is turned off  the process described above is reversed and GEV falls to a 
value determined by the internal capacitance at t5 in a time interval designated as turn-off delay 
time td(off). After that, when the internal capacitances are recharged to such an extent that the 
charge carrier influence in the channel area vanishes, CI  drops steeply to 10% at t6 in the time 
interval designated as the fall time tf, which is mainly dependent on the IGBT technology and 
the doping concentration.  
It is clear that the switching dynamics of the IGBT are very fast, which requires very small 
simulation time steps (̴ 0.1-1 ns) to achieve high accuracy in the results. Such small simulation 
time step will result in high computational effort for the simulation of a full wind turbine system 
or even wind farms. An alternative method to increase the simulation time step and to reduce 
the computational effort is to replace the semiconductor devices by ideal switches. The 
implementation of ideal switches allows for investigating the harmonic generation and 
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interactions with the filter circuits. This can be ascertained by the voltage and current waves of 
a load  fed by a single-phase full-bridge inverter using PWM switching technique and 4.5 kHz 
carrier frequency shown in Figure 3-14. The voltage and current wave forms shown in Figure 
3-15 are highly symmetrical to each other, but with small voltage over-shoots in the detailed 
model due to the IGBT parasitic inductance as explained earlier. Additionally, the FFT 
spectrum is almost identical. However, the magnitudes of the harmonic contents of the detailed 
model voltage and current waves are a bit higher due to the dead-time implemented in the 
controller to avoid complementary switching of one arm due to the storage effect as already 
explained earlier. 
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Figure 3-14 Single-phase full-bridge inverter for PWM pattern investigation 
3.3.2 Switching Strategy 
The quality of the converter voltage and current outputs are mainly dependent on the switching 
strategy used. In modern VSC applications the pulse width modulation (PWM) is the standard 
switching technique used, in which the state of the switching device changes rapidly between 
on and off so that the output filters average or filter out the switched signal.  
The PWM types are classified into continuous PWM (CPWM) and discontinuous PWM 
(DPWM). The CPWM includes ¼ sinusoidal PWM (SPWM4), 1/6 sinusoidal PWM (SPWM6) 
and triangular PWM (TPWM), while DPWM includes DPWM0, DPWM1, DPWM2, DPWM3, 
DPWMMAX and DPWMMIN [56]. The main difference between CPWM and DPWM types 
is the generation of the common mode voltage (CMV) as shown in Figure 3-16. The CMV is 
usually injected into the reference signal to increase the modulation index up to 1.155 to better 
utilize the DC voltage.  
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Figure 3-15 Voltage and current wave forms and their FFT spectrum of single-phase full 
bridge inverter using the detailed and switch models of IGBT 
 
Figure 3-16 CPWM and DPWM signal generation 
Another difference between CPWM and DPWM is seen in the generated switching instants, 
which are produced in accordance with Figure 3-17. In CPWM the switching instants occur 
continually within each period of the carrier wave, while in the DPWM some switches are not 
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operated for a certain time within the carrier period as shown in Figure 3-18. This leads to the 
finding that the CPWM yields higher switching losses than the DPWM. On the other hand, the 
DPWM will render a higher distortion of the output current than will the CPWM. 
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Figure 3-17 PWM switching instants generation 
 
Figure 3-18 Switching patterns of the CPWM and the DPWM 
3.3.3 Output Filters 
The output waveforms of carrier based PWM converters contain harmonics which are 
concentrated at the carrier frequency, its sidebands, its multiples, and the sidebands of its 
multiples. Usually, the carrier frequency is chosen high enough to push the harmonics in the 
high bands as illustrated in the FFT spectrum in Figure 3-15, but not too high to limit the 
switching losses.  
Harmonic filters are used to minimize the differential mode currents that occur in the cables 
due to the switching of the IGBTs and diodes, and to minimize the common mode currents that 
are generated by the high dv/dt of the power electronic components and the coupling capacitors. 
The filter includes primarily a dv/dt filter, an output choke and a high pass filter. The dv/dt filter 
is used to reduce voltage spikes in long conductors in order to reduce the stresses on the 
insulation. However, in wind turbine the converter is placed near the generator and there is no 
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need for such filter, and the choke, which is used to reduce the output current ripple and to 
achieve a smooth output current, would be enough, while the high pass filter is used to attenuate 
high order harmonics. 
3.3.4 DC Circuit 
The DC circuit as shown in Figure 3-8 consists of a DC capacitor and a braking chopper. The 
DC capacitor is used to suppress the interfering voltages originating from the rectification 
process and to prevent fast and large oscillations in the DC voltages. The braking chopper is 
used to protect the IGBT against high DC bus over voltages that may occur during fault 
conditions. The value of the DC capacitor is chosen based on the time constant required to 
charge the capacitor from zero to the rated voltage if supplied by the nominal active power. 
This time constant is given by: 
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The DC capacitor time constant is usually set between 5 and 10 ms to satisfy low ripple and 
overvoltage in the DC voltage and to allow for fast active and reactive power. 
The differential equation describing the DC voltage neglecting the losses is given by: 
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3.4 Generator 
The main focus in this thesis is the DFIG, and only the model of this generator will be 
introduced. The DFIG is an induction machine type, in which the rotor is wound for the same 
number of poles as that of the stator and the terminals of the rotor conductor are connected to a 
set of slip rings that are fed by a power source. 
3.4.1 Full Order Model  
The voltage equation of the DFIG in the machine variables shown in Figure 3-19 , assuming 
identical stator and rotor windings, sinusoidal distributed windings, displaced 120 , and 
considering generation orientation, may be expressed as: 
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The flux linkages may be expressed for a magnetically linear system as: 
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 (3.23) 
All the relations stated in eq, (3.22) and (3.23) are given in p.u quantities, where all the 
parameters and variables are normalized to the machine’s base power and voltage as given in 
Appendix. Additionally, all the rotor variables are referred to the stator windings by the stator 
rotor turns ratio. The assumption that the machine is linear and identical is a simplification that 
is not adequate for all types of studies. However, it is adequate for the prediction of their 
behavior in most of the applications [57]. Also, methods of modeling such effects will be 
introduced and discussed later. 
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Figure 3-19 Wound rotor induction generator with measured quantities 
It is usually desirable to express the machine variables as a space vector in an arbitrary reference 
frame. Using the transformation relations described in Appendix it yields the space vector 
model of the DFIG in a fixed reference frame as follows: 
Voltage equations: 
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Flux equations: 
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Electromagnetic torque 
     * *S1,2 R1,2el S1,2 R1,2Im Imt i i      (3.26) 
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Equation of motion 
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where the subscript 1 and 2 refer to positive and negative sequence respectively. It can be 
observed that the operator of the rotor speed is positive in the negative sequence model. This 
occurs due to the fact that the negative sequence model is the conjugate of the positive sequence. 
Equations (3.24) to (3.27) constitute the full order model (FOM) of the DFIG used for dynamic 
simulations. 
The analysis of the transient response as well as of the control of the DFIG requires the transfer 
function of the DFIG currents, which can be derived from FOM after some mathematical 
manipulations as follows: 
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Rotor current: 
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where 
2
M
S R
1
l
l l
    is the leakage coefficient. 
The frequency response of stator and rotor currents are shown in Figure 3-19 and 3-20 
respectively with 
R S1.2  . As illustrated, both magnitudes of positive and negative 
sequence responses are a reflection of each other in opposite frequency ranges5, while the angels 
are the conjugate of each other. In the low frequency range (0-1 Hz) the response to stator 
voltage shows a high magnitude for both the positive and the negative sequence, while the 
response to the rotor voltage shows negative magnitudes for both the positive and the negative 
sequence. This is because in the low frequency range (substituting the Laplace operator by zero) 
the rotor circuit is close circuited when seen from the stator side and the stator impedance 
becomes purely resistive, while the rotor impedance becomes infinite when seen from the rotor. 
Yet, in the frequency range around the rotor speed (substituting the Laplace operator by
                                                 
5 Negative frequency refers to the rotation of the space vector in the opposite direction  
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R Sj j1.2  ) this phenomenon is reversed. The rotor is open circuited when seen from the 
stator side while the rotor impedance becomes purely resistive when seen from the rotor. 
 
Figure 3-20 DFIG stator current frequency response 
 
Figure 3-21 DFIG rotor current frequency response 
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3.4.2 Modeling of Nonlinearities 
3.4.2.1 Magnetic Saturation 
Magnetic saturation usually occurs due to the nonlinearity of material permeability, where a 
further increase in the magnetic field’s intensity wouldn’t lead to a further increase in the flux 
density and rather levels off. The saturation has a remarkable influence on the performance of 
the machine and therefore requires an adequate representation [58].  
For the DFIG saturation occurs in the main flux and leakage flux paths [59]. The main flux 
saturation is primarily dependent on the magnetizing current as well as on the load [60], while 
the leakage flux saturation is dependent on the slot geometry [61] and the magnitude of the 
phase current. Additionally, there is a cross-saturation between main and leakage flux which is 
mainly related to the non-linearity of the air-gab and the skewed rotor slots [62].  
There are several approaches for modeling the saturation of the DFIG found in literature, which 
offer high accuracy [61]–[64]. However, they even require knowledge of the machine’s 
physical structure or inherit rigorous and complex set of mathematical equations. A direct 
method of representing both main and leakage flux saturation while also considering the effect 
of cross saturation is represented in [59] [60], where the current and the fluxes are measured at 
different operating points and corresponding saturation curves are obtained by the use of 
identification tools. Furthermore, polynomial functions or look-up tables are used to modify the 
inductances online.  
3.4.2.2 Skin Effect 
The skin effect is a phenomenon that occurs in conductors carrying AC currents, where the 
magnetic field produced by the AC current induces eddy currents that oppose the main AC 
current at the conductor center. As a result the AC current is forced to conduct between the 
conductor surface and a level called skin depth. This implies that the effective cross sectional 
area of the conductor becomes smaller and consequently the conductor’s effective resistance 
increases while its inductance decreases. 
In the DFIG the bottom part of the rotor conductor is linked by a greater slot leakage flux than 
the top part and the current tends to crowd towards the top of the bar near the air gap and its 
density decreases exponentially with depth. The skin depth, which is dependent on the slot 
shape, for a rectangular slot is given by: 
  
0
1
f

  
   (3.30) 
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where 
0  is the air permeability and 
1   is the conductivity coefficient of the bar. 
Due to the skin effect the effective rotor resistance and leakage inductance should be modified 
accordingly as follows: 
  
AC DC r DC
,AC ,DC l ,DC
sinh 2 sin 2
cosh 2 cos 2
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r r r
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
 (3.31)  
where 
0
r
r
s
b
h f
b
    , rh , rb  and  are the rotor conductor’s high, width, and conductivity 
respectively and 
sb  is the rotor slot width. 
3.4.3 High Frequency Models 
The increased switching frequency of the VSC leads to an increased parasitic current injection, 
which, in turn, leads to high shaft voltages, bearing currents and conducted and radiated noises. 
Such high frequency phenomena cannot be captured by the presented model due to the absence 
of parasitic components in the model’s equations. 
 
Figure 3-22 DFIG high frequency parasitic capacitances [71] 
There are several machine models considering this phenomena found in literature. Those 
models vary between distributed machine parameter models as in [65]–[67] and lumped 
machine parameter models as in [68], [69]. A brief and comprehensive review regarding all 
high frequency models of induction machine can be found in [70]. It can be concluded that the 
difference between the proposed models is in the details of modeling the parasitic capacitances 
shown in Figure 3-22 [71], and the range of the targeted frequencies to be captured. 
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In the low frequency ranges (0-500 Hz) the parasitic capacitances have no remarkable influence 
on the machine’s dynamics except during the starting phase. For the sake of simplicity this can 
be ignored for the intended study. This becomes evident in [70], where there is an obvious trend 
to become capacitive only in high frequency ranges.  
3.4.4 Reduced Order Models (ROM) 
As already noted, the computational costs associated with the performance of the FOM limits 
their practical applications especially when a wind park with considerable number of units is 
subjected to power system dynamic stability studies. Therefore, a suitable model is required 
that makes compromises between the accuracy, for considering relevant dynamic interactions 
between grid and WT, and the simplicity required for the simulation of large systems. 
The simulation tools for stability studies use reduced order models (ROM) of the power system 
in order to increase the required simulation time step in the range of ms. There are several 
techniques applied for the model reduction of power systems such as Modal based techniques 
[72], [73], Balanced Reduction technique [74], optimal Henkel –norm approximation [75] and 
Integral Manifold theory [76]. However, Singular perturbation technique is the most prominent 
reduction technique applied to the power system, because it provides a tool to over-come the 
lack of provision and to improve the quasi-steady-state approximation that characterizes other 
reduction- order techniques (except Integral Manifold technique) [77], [78]. 
According to Singular perturbation, the dynamic system can be modeled as a fast and slow 
system according to the following equations: 
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  (3.32) 
where   is a small positive parameter that denotes how fast the fast system reaches its steady 
state. Accordingly, setting 0   imposes that the speed of z is infinite and its transient is 
instantaneous. 
Applying Singular perturbation to the DFIG setting S
S1,2



 as the fast state-variable and 
neglecting its derivative to the much faster frequency components results in an algebraic 
equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3-23, where the transient impedance is defined as: 
  S1,2 S S Sjz r l      (3.33) 
and the Thevenin voltage source behind the impedance is defined as a function of the state 
variable rotor flux: 
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S
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= jv l
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   (3.34) 
The state variable rotor flux is found by solving the following differential equation: 
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Figure 3-23 DFIG ROM equivalent circuit 
3.4.4.1 Extended ROM (ROM/E) 
Neglecting the derivative of the stator flux leads to the inclusion of the rotating dynamics and 
the exclusion of the stationary dynamics. In other words, the DC decaying components of fluxes 
and consequently their currents will be missing. The absence of the DC components results in 
ill attendance of the protection system, because they create an alternating active power resulting 
in a fast rise of the DC-link voltage and subsequently can lead to chopper operation. Also, it 
increases the rotor current magnitude and may lead to the blocking of the MSC [79]. 
Additionally, the short backward movement of the rotor angle, called “back-swing-effect”, 
which occurs directly after the fault, will be missing [80]. 
For this purpose an enhanced model was proposed in [79] and [81] that allows for the use of 
the ROM, but activates an additional differential equation of the stator flux that accounts for 
the DC-components when required. This differential equation is given by: 
   S S SS N SS S S
S N
j
ROMr r
l l
  
   
   
    
 
  (3.36) 
where the superscript “ROM” signifies the slow ROM solution, and Nr  and Nl  represent the 
network resistance and inductance. 
Equation (3.36) is valid when assuming that
R R
ROM
   and S S
ROM
v v . The first assumption 
is nearly fulfilled when the crowbar is switched off. Yet, it is less tenable with the presence of 
the crowbar in the circuit but still acceptable, while the second assumption presupposes that the 
stator terminal is extended up to the Thevenin equivalent voltage of the grid. In this case, the 
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stator’s parameters must also be modified to include the network impedance. However, it 
should be emphasized that it is not necessary to know specifics for the assumption to be, in 
principle, possible. It is obvious that the suggested extension of the stator circuits to a virtual 
voltage source corresponds with the assumptions used for the standard short-circuit current 
calculation. Still, the approach presupposes constant equivalent grid impedance. Therefore, the 
simulation is restricted to cases where the impedance is not significantly affected by the grid 
fault. 
To account for the full extent of the interaction between the DFIG and the rotor side converter, 
one has to distinguish between four operating modes, they are: 
Mode 1) Normal mode. Rotor current and rotor voltage are controlled by the IGBTs 
Mode 2) Crowbar mode. Rotor side IGBT-converter switched off, crowbar switched on. 
When the crowbar is on, the DFIG equations have to be solved with 
R 0v   and 
R R CRr r r  . The rotor side converter controller is stopped and reset in this 
mode. 
Mode 3) No load mode; rotor side IGBT-converter switched off and rotor-current R 0i  . 
Mode 4) Deactivated IGBT-converter mode current); generator rotor windings are fed by 
anti-parallel diodes of rotor side converter. Fast rise of the dc-link voltage is 
possible. In this mode the DFIG can be described by the same equations as used 
for normal mode. However, the absolute value of the rotor voltage is determined 
by the dc-link voltage only 
  
 Rjarg
R dc
2 i
v v e
w
    (3.37) 
where w  considers the turns ratio between the reference values of 
dcv  and Rv . 
3.4.4.2 Modified ROM (ROM/M) 
Another approach to consider the DC decaying components is to directly estimate their values 
from the ROM. In synchronous rotating frame fluxes responses can be divided into fast 
response representing the DC component and slow response representing the AC components. 
Following from this and from the fact that the stator voltage contains only AC component, the 
fast system can be derived from eq. (3.24) by ignoring 
R
  as: 
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  (3.38) 
Rearranging eq. (3.38) yields the fluxes DC components: 
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As given in the previous equation the stator flux DC component can be calculated using a PT1 
element with the stator time constant, while the rotor flux DC component can be directly 
calculated from the rotor voltage which is decided by the controller. Figure 3-24 shows the 
implementation of eq. (3.39) to estimate the DC components of the fluxes and currents, where 
it is clear that a specific knowledge of the network parameters is not required.  
The same modes described for ROM/E are also valid for this method, but for Mode 4 the rotor 
voltage would be given by: 
  R RCH2v r i     (3.40) 
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Figure 3-24 Modified DFIG ROM to estimate the DC components 
3.4.5 Steady State Model 
The steady-state model of the DFIG is required for the load flow calculation and for the design 
of the MSC converter. The steady-state model is derived from the vector model in eq. (3.24) by 
replacing the Laplace operator by the operating frequency: 
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  (3.41) 
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Eliminating the fluxes yields: 
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with the slip 
S R
G1,2
S
s
 

 . 
The equivalent circuit of the DFIG based on eq. (3.42) is shown in Figure 3-25. 
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Figure 3-25 DFIG steady-state equivalent circuit 
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4 Control Design of DFIG-WT 
The control of wind turbines can be divided into two hierarchical control tasks which are; 
supervisory wind farm control and in place wind turbine control. The task of the wind farm 
control is to determine the individual V/Q set points for each individual WT based as well as 
for the compensation units based on the commands communicated from the transmission or 
distribution system operator (TSO/ DSO), in order to fulfill the required control objectives at 
the point of common coupling (PCC). The task of the wind turbine control is to maximize and 
optimize the energy capture from the wind, provision of ancillary services, i.e frequency control 
and reactive power control, ride through of faults, interact with the wind farm control, WT 
protection and start-up/ shut-down of WT. In this sense the wind turbine control is divided into 
three control loops which are: turbine control, MSC control and LSC control. Figure 4-1 
illustrates the structure of the hierarchical control of the WT in a wind farm and the different 
control loops and the assigned objectives. It should be noted that the wind farm control will not 
be discussed because it is not part of this work. However, a detailed discussion related to it can 
be found in [41]. PS 
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Figure 4-1 Structure of the WT’s hierarchical control and its assigned objectives  
4.1 Turbine Control 
The turbine control fulfills two main tasks namely the power-speed control and the pitch 
control. The objective of the first task is to maximize energy yields from the wind by adjusting 
the rotational speed in accordance to the tracking curve, while the objective of the second task 
is to maintain the rotational speed and limit the turbine power during high wind speed and wind 
gusts periods. According to this it can be concluded that the power-speed control is only active 
below the rated turbine speed and the pitch control is active beyond the rated speed. However, 
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a conflict between the two controllers may occur at the rated speed because the speed will 
fluctuate around the rated speed as a result of gusts [41]. 
4.1.1 Power-Speed Control 
The turbine speed is limited between the two speeds illustrated in Figure 4-2 within the power-
speed control functions. The cut-in speed limit is set so that the energy yield from wind would 
cover the overall losses of the system with a surplus, while the cut-out speed is set in accordance 
to the structural and design limitations and the acoustic impact. 
 
Figure 4-2 Power-speed tracking curve of DFIG-WT 
 
Figure 4-3 Power-speed controller of DFIG-WT 
The tracking curve represents a relationship between the measured power and the reference 
speed. Around the rated speed the power curve is deviated to avoid any conflict with the pitch 
controller and avoid over speed tripping. The tracking curve can be interpreted by a look-up 
table in the controller, from which the reference speed is selected and with the aid of a PI-
controller the reference power set-point can be estimated. Figure 4-3 shows the schematic 
representation of the power-speed controller, where the measured power rather than the wind 
speed is utilized to determine the reference speed in order to avoid distortions and inaccuracies 
accompanied with the measurement of wind speed. Such arrangement offers an easy and 
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straight forward method for power and speed control in contrast to other strategies based on 
nonlinear control or search algorithms that require extensive knowledge of the turbine structure. 
4.1.2 Pitch Control 
Beyond the rated wind speed the aerodynamic torque as well as the turbine speed should be 
limited to their rated values. As already mentioned, this is achieved by the pitch controller 
which manipulate the aerodynamic coefficient through changing the pitch angle. The pitch 
angle is adjusted by means of a servo-mechanism, which is modeled as a PT1 element of a time 
delay equal to the servo time constant and with a rate and output limitation. 
The pitch angle is controlled by a PI-controller that generates the reference pitch angle based 
on the error difference between the measured and the rated speed as follows: 
    (4.1) 
The gain of the PI-controller is expressed as a static gain times the reciprocal of aerodynamic 
sensitivity of the system in order to counteract any variation. The static gain and time integral 
are designed considering the system behavior of a second order system, which yields the 
following expression [50]: 
    (4.2) 
where  is the aerodynamic sensitivity and  and  are the controller design parameters 
with typical values of 0.66 and 0.6 respectively. 
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Figure 4-4 Pitch control system 
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In addition to the pitch controller a pitch booster is included to ensure a fast reaction to power 
changes caused by a voltage drop or strong wind gusts. The overall schematic of the pitch 
controller is shown in Figure 4-4. 
4.2 Converters Control 
The frequency converter of the DFIG contains two independent controllers, one assigned to the 
LSC and one to the MSC as demonstrated in Figure 4-1. The design of both controllers is the 
key factor for the safe and stable operation of the DFIG for different grid conditions. 
Additionally, they determine whether or not the DFIG is subjected to the grid codes 
requirements. Therefore, the controllers design will be discussed in detail. First of all, the 
procedure for sequence separation will be introduced, because it is a common component in 
both controllers and it offers different control options and the ability for the objectives’ selection 
and prioritization. Later on, the LSC and MSC control will be derived and the current and 
voltage limitation strategies will be discussed. Finally, the stability of both LSC and MSC 
controllers will be investigated considering the influence of the DFIG non-linarites. 
4.2.1 Positive and Negative Sequence Components Separation Methods 
Sequence detection can be thought as a subset of the synchronization problem, which is closely 
related to the estimation of the fundamental frequency. A fast and accurate tracking of the 
positive sequence fundamental grid voltage frequency and magnitude is required for the 
synchronization of the converters with the grid. Additionally, it enhances the network stability 
through appropriate active and reactive power provision performed by the converter during and 
post grid faults. There are widespread separation techniques available, for instance delay signal 
cancellation (DSC), a double second order generalized integrator (DSOGI), a decoupled double 
synchronous reference frame (DDSRF), etc. A review regarding the available detection 
techniques and their performances can be found in [82]. Although these techniques have been 
shown to be accurate, their performances may be severely affected by harmonics especially by 
low order harmonics and sub harmonics. Furthermore, due to the complexity of the resulting 
nonlinear closed loop scheme, it is difficult to design the parameters in order to ensure stability 
or some desired transient performance. 
Negative sequence detection according to Lê 
A fast and accurate method for negative sequence detection was introduced in 1989 by Lê.[83]. 
According to Fortescue the complex conjugate space vector of the negative sequence 
component assuming a harmonic free three-phase system can be written as [84]: 
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    (4.3) 
Based on the fact stated in eq. (4.3), Lê has utilized a PT1 element and two gain factors to 
realize the 90  lead phase shift in the input space vector and consequently facilitate the 
extraction of the negative sequence space vector as shown in Figure 4-5. The time constants 
and gain factors are given by: 
    (4.4) 
    (4.5) 
 
Figure 4-5 Positive and negative sequence detection according to Lê 
The transfer function of the Lê filter would then be given by: 
    (4.6) 
The frequency loci of the negative sequence space vector as well as the step response according 
to eq. (4.6) for different k2 values are shown in Figure 4-6 and 4-7 respectively. It is clear that 
the filter offers a unity gain without phase shift to the negative sequence component, and full 
rejection of the positive sequence component. However, the main disadvantages are the high 
reinforcement of the high order harmonics as well as the high dynamic over-shoots that increase 
with the k2 value.  
In order to reduce the gain in the high frequency range as well as the dynamic over-shoot a low-
pass filter can be adapted to the negative sequence component as represented in Figure 4-8. In 
this process the negative sequence component is detected according to Lê and then transformed 
to its rotating coordinate, where a low-pass filter can be applied to filter out any unwanted 
harmonics and finally transform them back. The time constant of the low-pass filter is chosen 
such that it would not extend the response time significantly and reduces the gain of the nearest 
high frequency.  
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Figure 4-6 Frequency response locus of the negative sequence component according to Lê 
 
Figure 4-7 Step response of the Lê filter transfer function 
The frequency loci of the negative sequence space vector and the step response of the modified 
method are shown in Figure 4-9 and 4-10 respectively. It is obvious how the modified method 
successfully reduces the high frequency gains and the over-shoot without significantly 
increasing the response time. 
 
Figure 4-8 Modified Lê filter structure 
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Figure 4-9 Frequency response locus of the modified Lê filter 
 
Figure 4-10 Step response of the modified Lê filter 
4.2.2 Stability Criterion for Grid-Connected Inverters 
The increased penetration of converter based renewable energy sources into the electrical power 
system has raised concerns regarding the effects of grid impedance on the converter’s control 
performance and stability. The grid impedance has a great influence on the current control loop 
stability and in case of a weak grid connection the controller may be destabilized and which 
might lead to sustained harmonic resonance. In addition, the non-linear behavior of the grid 
operation requires an adequate design of the current control loop as well as grid filters to satisfy 
a very large set of grid impedance [85], [86]. 
The stability analysis of such an interconnected system is performed by using the impedance-
based stability criterion, in which the system’s stability is guaranteed when the ratio of the 
source output impedance to the load input impedance satisfies the Nyquist stability criterion 
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[87]. In the system shown in Figure 4-11, under the assumption of the small-signal model, the 
current flowing is given by: 
   
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v s
i s
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Figure 4-11 Small-signal representation of a voltage source  
Under the assumption that the source voltage and the load admittance are stable, the source 
current is stable if and only if the locus of the open-loop transfer function      s lh s z s z s  
encircles -1+j0 counterclockwise N times equal to the number of poles of  h s  in the right-
half s plane. 
It will be shown later that the grid connected inverter tends to act as a current source with the 
output current as a function of both the internal reference set-point currents and the 
terminal/grid voltage. Therefore, applying the existing impedance-based stability criterion 
would lead to misleading results. As a result, another method should be adapted to offer a 
comprehensive insight of the controller’s stability.  
Rewriting the inverter output current as a function of both the reference current and the terminal 
voltage yields: 
           s ref ref s si s G s i s G s v s   (4.8) 
Based on eq. (4.8) the inverter equivalent circuit would match Figure 4-12 provided that: 
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Figure 4-12 Equivalent circuit of a grid-connected inverter 
With the given arrangement the controller’s stability should be investigated in two modes of 
operation. The first mode is the floating mode, where the inverter’s output current stability is 
investigated when the inverter does not inject a current into the grid as shown in Figure 4-13. 
In this case the inverter output current is given by: 
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  (4.10) 
Then, the inverter’s output current is stable if and only if the open-loop transfer function 
        s ref GIh s z s z s z s   is stable. 
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Figure 4-13 Equivalent circuit for inverter output voltage stability investigation 
The second mode is the stand alone mode, where the inverter output voltage stability is 
investigated when the load is fed only through the inverter as shown in Figure 4-14. In this case 
the inverter’s output voltage is given by: 
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Consequently, the inverter’s output voltage is stable if and only if the open-loop transfer 
function         V ref G s1 1h s y s y s y s   is stable. 
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Figure 4-14 Equivalent circuit for inverter output current stability investigation 
4.2.3 Line-Side Converter Control 
The main objective of the LSC is to maintain the DC voltage and provide reactive power support 
during different grid operating conditions. Recalling the LSC circuit diagram from the last 
chapter, the LSC voltage can be rewritten in grid positive voltage coordinates as follows: 
    G1 G1 G1LSC G LSCLSC 0 LSC( j )
v v v
v v r s l i
  
       (4.12) 
The inner current control loop of the LSC is derived by setting eq. (4.12) in steady-state by 
replacing the Laplace operator with zero and considering a standard PI-controller to compensate 
for measurement uncertainties, which results in the following controller equation: 
  
G1 G1 G1 G1
LSC,ref G LSC LSC,CLSC 0 LSC( j )
v v v v
v v r l i v
   
      (4.13) 
where 
G1
LSC,C
v
v

is the PI-controller’s output and is given by: 
   G1 G1 G1I,iLSC,C LSC,ref LSCP,iv v v
k
v k i i
s
   
    
 
 (4.14) 
The feed-forward terms of the voltage and current allow for a fast response of the converter, for 
the PI-controller to only compensate for errors in the system’s parameters and to provide a fast 
transition of the current to the perspective new set point values. 
In the outer control loop the reference currents are based on the state of the DC and Grid 
voltages. Recalling the differential equation describing the DC voltage from the last chapter 
and replacing the Laplace operator(variable) by zero yields: 
  LSC DC DC MSCp v i p     (4.15) 
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With the power input of the LSC in a gird voltage oriented reference frame (
G1 G1
G1G1d G1q, 0
v v
v v v
   ) ignoring the choke resistance: 
    G1G1 LSC1 G1 LSCdLSC
v
p v i v i

     (4.16) 
    G1G1 LSC1 G1 LSCqLSC
v
q v i v i

       (4.17) 
By equating eq. (4.15) with (4.16) the DC voltage can be controlled by adjusting the d-axis 
current. As a result, the corresponding set-point for the d-axis current is given as follows: 
  G1 DC DC MSCLSCd,ref
G
v v i p
i
v
  
   (4.18) 
On the other hand, the q-axis current can be used for reactive power provision with its set-point 
given by: 
  G1 LSCLSCq,ref
G1
v q
i
v

   (4.19) 
Instead of directly measuring the DC charging current a PI-controller can be used to estimate 
the DC circuit power and to compensate for measurement uncertainties as well as to ensure 
accurate control, while the q-axis current can be directly estimated from eq. (4.19). 
Accordingly, the LSC reference currents are calculated as: 
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Figure 4-15 LSC overall control loops 
The full LSC control loop is shown in Figure 4-15. It should be noted that the feed-forward 
term of the MSC power enhances the dynamic response of the DC voltage controller, although 
it could be omitted and the error will be the compensated by the PI-controller. 
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4.2.3.1 LSC Harmonic Currents Control 
As already mentioned in the previous chapter the inverter output filters are used to filter out 
high current harmonics that reside at the side bands of the switching frequency and its multiples. 
The output filters should have resonance frequencies lower than the switching frequency of the 
inverter; otherwise the filter effectiveness will be reduced. However, the resonance frequencies 
should also be high enough to limit harmonic propagation and to avoid inductance saturation 
[86]. 
The output filter has a limited damping ratio in the frequency range below 750 Hz, therefore 
active damping is required to enhance the power quality. The important harmonics to be 
damped are the 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th. The targeted harmonics can be decoupled from the 
measured signal using a multi-frequency decomposition filter (MFDF) [88]. 
The MFDF is a fast multi band-pass filter that is developed from the idea of the Lê filter. It is 
assumed that the measured signal contains the aforementioned harmonic orders in addition to 
the negative sequence component and DC component, which can be expressed as: 
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If the measured signal is passed through m-1 PT1 elements, with m the number of the required 
harmonics for extraction, the output of each PT1 element can then be given by: 
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with 
  1 1
0 1 1
1
m
mk


 
 
   (4.23) 
where 1 1 1,2,mk     is the filter gain factor. 
From eq. (4.21) the harmonic components can be extracted by multiplying the inverse of the 
gain matrix MFDFM  with the measured signal and the output of the PT1 elements. 
Each individual harmonic current can be transformed into its rotating reference frame using the 
positive sequence voltage angle multiplied by the respective harmonic order. A PI-controller 
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can be later applied with a reference current value set to zero for each individual harmonic 
current component as shown in Figure 4-16.  
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Figure 4-16 LSC harmonic currents control loop 
4.2.3.2 LSC Current Limitation 
The magnitude of the current flowing through the IGBT should be such that the IGBT’s junction 
temperature does not exceed the maximum junction temperature. The junction temperature is 
dependent on the conduction and switching losses, thermal resistance, heat sink, cooling 
process and ambient temperature [52]. The maximum current allowed is later calculated based 
on the power loss curves supplied by the semiconductor manufacturer and interpreted by the 
polynomial equation in the controller [48]. 
During wind gusts or grid faults the LSC currents may exceed the maximum value and they 
must be limited to avoid any damage or derating of the semiconductor devices that may lead to 
violation of the grid code requirements. In order to perform an adequate current limitation a 
prioritization of the different current components should be defined. For LSC the current 
limitation is performed according to the following hierarchal priorities: 
1. LSC positive sequence active current 
2. LSC positive sequence reactive current 
3. LSC negative sequence currents 
4. LSC harmonic currents 
The highest priority is usually set to the positive sequence active current to avoid high voltages 
in the DC circuit. Consequently, the maximum current of the positive sequence reactive current 
is: 
  2 2
max, max LSC,q di i i    (4.24) 
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A straight forward limitation of the negative sequence currents that is used is: 
  LSC,1max,2 maxi i i    (4.25) 
However, an advanced limitation that would result in 15.4% higher current limitation is 
adapted. This limitation is based on [89], where the maximum phase currents are: 
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where        LSC,1 G,1 LSC,2 G,2arg arg arg argi v i v     . 
Based on eq. (4.26) the current limitation for the negative sequence current is [88]: 
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  (4.27) 
Figure 4-17 shows that the current limitation for the negative sequence current for different 
values of  . It is obvious that the maximum current limitation is achieved for 
3, ,5 3     and that the advanced current limitation method allows for an increase 
in current limitation. 
 
Figure 4-17 Current limitation for the negative sequence current 
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4.2.3.3 LSC Voltage Limitation 
As already discussed earlier the maximum modulation index achieved with CPWM or DPWM 
is 2 3 . Consequently, the maximum LSC output voltage magnitude is: 
  
DC
LSC,max
ˆ
3
V
V   (4.28)  
The required LSC voltage may exceed the maximum value during over-voltage grid operation. 
Therefore, an adequate voltage limitation strategy should be applied in order to prevent the 
converter running into over-modulation, which leads to increased harmonic generation and an 
overloading of the filter circuit. 
The voltage limitation should be performed in accordance with the current prioritization 
explained above. Figure 4-18 shows an example of voltage limitation through the provision of 
an under excited reactive current, where the d component of the LSC voltage was reduced to 
limit the magnitude of the LSC voltage. From this it follows that the highest voltage priority is 
set to the q component of the voltage in contrast to the current in order to guarantee a full control 
effort of the DC link voltage. The voltage limitation of the LSC voltage then becomes: 
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Figure 4-18 Vector diagram of the LSC with voltage limitation  
The voltage limitation for the negative sequence voltage is performed in an opposite manner to 
the current, where the priority is set to the negative sequence voltage over the positive sequence 
voltage in order to mitigate the negative sequence currents to avoid any conflict with the current 
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priorities. Again, the priority is set to the q component of the negative sequence voltage in the 
same manner as for the positive sequence voltage. Accordingly, it follows: 
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  (4.30) 
4.2.4 LSC Stability Analysis 
The LSC control is based on the instantaneous values of voltages and currents. Therefore, the 
transfer function of the output currents should consider the gain and the phase errors introduced 
by the measuring filters and the converter sampling. The measuring filter implemented is a 2nd 
order Bessel filter with a transfer function given by: 
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where 
c  is the cut-off frequency. 
The magnitude and phase errors of the measuring filter can be compensated for by the targeted 
frequency component for a fast and accurate control. Consequently, the transfer function of the 
measuring filter for the fundamental frequency is: 
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  (4.32) 
The converter’s sampling is modeled by a transpose delay: 
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The transfer function of the converter’s sampling for the fundamental frequency is: 
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   (4.34) 
The complete block diagram of the LSC system is shown in Figure 4-19, from which the transfer 
function of the LSC output currents is derived: 
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where LSC LSC 0 LSCjz r l   and 
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Figure 4-19 LSC closed-loop transfer function 
 
Figure 4-20 Frequency response of the LSC transfer function for different proportional gain 
values 
The frequency response of the LSC transfer function for different values of PI-controller 
proportional gain is shown in Figure 4-20. From this it can be concluded that the feed-forward 
decoupled control offers a high rejection gain for the disturbing quantity, zero gain for the 
reference tracking quantity and zero phase shifts for both quantities at the fundamental 
frequency. This implies that the LSC features a current source with a very high input impedance 
( refy  ). Additionally, the proportional gain does not change the gains and the phase shifts 
at the fundamental frequency. However, it increases the bandwidth of the PI-controller, which 
in turns decreases the rejection gain in the frequency range beyond the fundamental frequency. 
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4.2.4.1 Influence of Grid Stiffness 
In order to account for the influence of the grid stiffness on the LSC output current the transfer 
function should be extended by a term representing the grid impedance. The influence of the 
grid impedance on the LSC output current can be expressed by: 
  
0 0 0
G G LSCGrid ( )v v G s i
        (4.36) 
where Grid G GG r sl  . 
The block diagram of the LSC system would be modified as shown in Figure 4-21 and the 
resulting transfer function then is: 
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Figure 4-21 LSC closed-loop transfer function considering grid stiffness  
The frequency response of the LSC transfer function given by eq. (4.33) for different short-
circuit ratios (SCR) of the grid is shown in Figure 4-22. The frequency response shows that the 
grid impedance has no significant influence in the frequency range -100 to 100 Hz. Beyond this 
range the grid impedance has an opposite effect to that of the PI-controller, whereas the grid 
impedance increases the rejection gain increases. This is attributed to the fact that the grid 
reactance increases proportionally to the frequency and therefore its admittance decreases and 
tends to tighten the bandwidth of the LSC output current. 
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Figure 4-22 Frequency response of the LSC transfer function for different grid SCRs 
Recalling the stability criterion for the inverter output currents and voltages, eq. (4.33) can be 
rearranged to obtain the open-loop transfer functions for floating and standalone modes 
respectively as: 
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The frequency response for  Ih s  and  Vh s  is shown in Figure 4-23 for different SCRs of the 
grid, where the circles shown indicate the cross-over frequencies and the boxes indicate the 
phase margins. 
In the floating mode as the grid SCR increases the cross over frequency and the phase margin 
as well as the magnitude increase. This yields that as the grid SCR increases the LSC output 
current tends to be more stable and its magnitude increases as well. The opposite happens when 
the grid SCR decreases. Still, the grid SCR does not has a significant influence on the cross 
over frequency of the LSC output voltage in the standalone mode. However, the phase margin 
increases with the decrease of the grid SCR and the magnitude. The opposite happens when the 
grid SCR increases.  
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Figure 4-23 Frequency response of LSC open-loop transfer functions  
4.2.4.2 Influence of LSC Filter 
The LSC is equipped with a two notch filter tuned at the carrier frequency and its double and a 
high pass filter to filter out all higher harmonics beyond the notch filter. The filters will add 
more zeros and poles to the system and consequently will modify the resonance frequencies. 
Figure 4-24 shows the closed-loop transfer function including the LSC filters. 
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Figure 4-24 LSC closed-loop transfer function considering LSC filters 
The transfer-function of the LSC current is accordingly: 
 
 
* * 0 * * 0
LSCdt PI LSC,ref dt meas GGrid,V0
LSC * * *1
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  (4.40) 
where, 
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  Grid,I Grid Grid,V( ) ( ) ( )G s G s G s    (4.42) 
The frequency response of the LSC current is shown in Figure 4-25 for different grid SCRs. 
Again, the filters do not have a remarkable influence in the frequency range between -100 Hz 
to 100 Hz. Beyond this range a notch frequency dependent on the grid impedance is found. This 
notch represents the highest gain in the response of the disturbing quantity, which shows that 
such a resonance is triggered by the grid voltage. Although the gains at the notch frequency are 
still low, the resultant current cannot be controlled by the LSC because a high rejection gain in 
the reference tracking quantity at the resonance frequencies is found. This fact necessitates the 
need of active damping to mitigate any sustained oscillation that may occur in the system in the 
frequency range between the 5th and the 13th order. 
 
Figure 4-25 Frequency response of the LSC transfer function including output filters 
The open-loop transfer functions are given by: 
   
 
* * *1
dt meas PIFilter LSC
I * *
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1
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  (4.43) 
  
 * * *1 dt meas PILSC Grid,I Grid,I
V * *
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1
( ) ( ( ) )
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     
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 
  (4.44) 
The frequency response of the open-loop transfer functions is shown in Figure 4-26. As 
illustrated in the floating mode the cross-over frequency increases with the grid SCR, while the 
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phase margin decreases. This is related to the fact that the current magnitude increases as the 
grid impedance decreases. At the cross over frequency the grid experiences its lowest 
impedance. However, the values of the cross over frequencies for the standalone mode remain 
almost the same as before, which leads to the conclusion that the current control loop always 
remains stable. 
 
Figure 4-26 Frequency response of LSC open-loop transfer functions including output filters 
4.2.4.3 Influence of Active Damping 
The influence of active damping is considered by incorporating the harmonic currents’ control-
loop shown in Figure 4-16 in the transfer function. Therefore, the phase and gain errors 
introduced by the measurement and converter should be compensated for each desired 
frequency to achieve fast and accurate control. Accordingly, the transfer functions given by eq. 
(4.28) and (4.30) are rewritten as: 
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The transfer function of the PI-controller is also modified to include the PI-controller of each 
frequency component controller as follows: 
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1 1
j13
s
s k k
s


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G   (4.47) 
The closed-loop transfer function and the transfer function of the LSC current as well as the 
open-loop transfer functions remain the same as before but with the modified transfer functions 
in eq. (4.45) to (4.47).  
The frequency response of the LSC current transfer function is shown in Figure 4-27. It is clear 
that there is a very high rejection gain at the targeted harmonic components in both responses 
and unity gain and zero phase shift at the fundamental frequency to the reference tracking 
quantity. This points to the fact that the harmonic current components are fully mitigated and 
the output current will track perfectly the values of the reference current. 
 
Figure 4-27 Frequency response of the LSC transfer function including active damping 
Figure 4-28 shows the corresponding frequency response of the open-loop transfer functions. 
As shown the cross over-frequencies and phase margin are still the same for both responses. 
However, in the floating mode the 7th order harmonic coincides with the cross-over frequency 
when 
G LSC 5S S   adding a positive phase margin to the response, which means that the 
harmonic controller increases the stability margin of the LSC at this frequency. From this fact 
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it can be concluded that the harmonic current controller should be tuned based on the cross-
over frequency in order to increase the stability margin. Yet, the cross-over frequency itself is 
dependent on the grid impedance, which demonstrates a non-linear behavior requiring an 
adaptive type of harmonic controller.  
 
Figure 4-28 Frequency response of LSC open-loop transfer functions including active damping 
4.2.4.4 Influence of LSC Voltage Limitation 
In all the previous analyses it was assumed that the converter produces the required 
corresponding voltage. However, in a real environment the controller will limit the produced 
voltage within the converter voltage limits. Consequently, the dynamic state of the LSC will 
change and the response LSC output current will also change accordingly. In order to establish 
the response of the LSC under voltage limitation a trust-region method is used to minimize the 
non-linear equation described by [90]: 
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  (4.48) 
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2
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v

   (4.49) 
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Figure 4-29 and 4-30 show the frequency response of the LSC output voltage and the 
corresponding frequency response of the LSC current respectively for a grid SCR equal to 10. 
In the case of a high grid SCR the LSC voltage tracks the corresponding set-point in response 
to the disturbing quantity in the low frequency band between -55 and 150 Hz. This is related to 
the low voltage drop across the grid impedance that results in a high voltage at the LSC 
terminals. This will either lead to lower rejection gain or to different phase shifts in the response 
of the LSC current, which can be observed especially at the resonance frequencies. Still, in the 
response to the reference quantity the magnitude difference is low and the LSC voltage tracks 
the set-point with a slight magnitude error. This is related to the fact that the PI-controller only 
compensates for small errors, which will be reflected as small magnitude or phase differences 
in the response of the LSC current.  
 
Figure 4-29 Frequency response of the LSC voltage considering voltage limitation 
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Figure 4-30 Frequency response of the LSC current considering voltage limitation 
 
Figure 4-31 Frequency response of LSC open-loop transfer functions considering voltage 
limitation 
The frequency response of the corresponding open-loop transfer functions is shown in Figure 
4-31. The voltage limitation has a small influence on the cross-over frequency, where in the 
floating mode it is slightly increased and in the stand alone mode it shows a slight decrease. 
However, the voltage limitation has remarkably influenced the stability margin at the 13th order 
harmonic, where the phase margin is zero and the gain margin is near to zero. This means that 
in the case when the supply voltage contains a 13th order harmonic voltage, there will be a 
sustained high current magnitude that may destroy the converter. 
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4.2.5 Machine-Side Converter Control 
The main task of the MSC is to control the DFIG output active and reactive power. The active 
power is set according to the tracking characteristic described earlier to gain optimum output 
power, while the reactive power set-point is set either externally, by the wind farm supervisory 
controller or operator, locally, by the local voltage controller, or both. The control of the MSC 
is designed in the same manner as for the LSC, where the control is performed in stator voltage 
coordinates and depends on a feed-forward term and a PI-controller to guarantee a fast and 
accurate response. 
From the space vector model of the DFIG, the rotor voltage in stator voltage coordinate can be 
rewritten as: 
   S1 S1 S1R RR G1 S Rj
v v v
v r i s s  
  
      (4.50) 
Replacing the Laplace operator by zero and considering a standard PI-controller to compensate 
for measurement uncertainties, and substituting the rotor flux with the currents yields the rotor 
current control equation: 
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  (4.51) 
where S1R,C
v
v

is the PI-controller output and is given by: 
   S1 S1 S1I,iR,C R,ref RP,iv v v
k
v k i i
s
   
    
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  (4.52) 
The reference value for the rotor current is determined from the total power of the DFIG-WT 
given by: 
  
WT DFIG LSC
*
S S LSC
s s s
v i s
 
  
  (4.53) 
From the steady-state generator equation, by substituting for the stator currents with rotor 
currents in eq. (4.48) the rotor current set-points are found as: 
  
   2* *ref LSC SS S
R,ref
SM
+ j
j
r x s s v
i
x v
 
   (4.54) 
The set-points given in eq. (4.49) depend on the machine parameters, which may vary during 
operation due to heating, saturation, and skin effect. Therefore, a PI-controller is considered to 
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compensate for measuring uncertainties and the final reference rotor current would be given 
by: 
    * * * * *I,sS SR,ref ref LSC ref LSC SP,s
M M
j
kl v
i s s k s s s
l s x
 
        
 
  (4.55) 
The MSC overall controller is shown in Figure 4-32. It should be noted that the feed-forward 
terms guarantee a fast response of the controller. Therefore; the PI-controllers should be tuned 
to act slowly in order to avoid fast windup and conflicts between subordinate loops.  
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Figure 4-32 MSC overall control loops 
4.2.5.1 MSC Current Limitation 
The current limitation of the MSC is performed in the same manner as for the LSC. However, 
the priorities for the MSC may change during the operation. During normal operation the 
highest priority is set to the positive sequence active current to allow for optimum tracking, 
while during symmetrical grid faults the priority is set to the positive sequence reactive current 
to allow voltage support according to the grid codes requirements. 
For unsymmetrical grid faults the negative slip is usually higher than 2 in the super-synchronous 
mode, which requires a high rotor voltage to allow for full control of the negative sequence 
rotor current. Therefore, under severe unsymmetrical fault conditions the MSC cannot fully 
compensate for the rotor negative sequence current. Consequently, the positive sequence 
current limit has to be reduced to: 
  
2 2
MSC,max1 MSC,max MSC,2i i i    (4.56) 
There are different control objectives for negative sequence components. Each of them requires 
different limitation strategies. These limitation strategies will not be discussed here, but a 
detailed discussion can be found in [48]. 
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4.2.5.2 MSC Voltage Limitation 
It is very likely that the MSC operates at its voltage limits during high voltage periods especially 
in the super-synchronous mode when the slip reaches its maximum value. Also, this may 
happen during unsymmetrical grid faults and therefore the voltage limitation process should be 
coordinated with the current limitation. Usually, the highest priority is set to the positive 
sequence to ensure full controllability of the positive sequence current. However, when full 
compensation of pulsating torques is required during unsymmetrical grid faults the required 
negative sequence rotor voltage will attain high magnitudes, as will be shown later, and 
therefore the highest priority may change to the negative sequence voltage.  
The maximum value of the negative sequence voltage cannot be estimated in the same manner 
as for LSC because the sequence components of the rotor voltage have different frequencies. 
Therefore, the maximum value is calculated directly by: 
  MSC,max2 MSC,max MSC,1v v v    (4.57) 
4.2.6 MSC Stability Analysis 
The control of the MSC is based also on the instantaneous values of voltage and current. 
However, the compensation of the phase and magnitude errors introduced by the measuring 
filters and converter sampling should also consider the rotor slip. Consequently, the transfer 
function for the measuring filter of the stator voltage remains as in eq. (4.32), while for the rotor 
current measuring filter and converter sampling they are: 
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The complete block diagram of the MSC controller is shown in Figure 4-33. From this the 
transfer function of the stator currents is derived as: 
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  (4.60) 
where 
   * *S SW DVS meas dt FFVR( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) jN s G s G s G s G s G        (4.61) 
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Figure 4-33 MSC closed-loop transfer function 
The frequency response of the stator current for different rotor speeds is shown in Figure 4-34. 
The PI-controller settings are 
P 0.07k   and I 10ms  . The response is almost identical for the 
different speeds, which indicates the functionality of the speed decoupling approach proposed 
for the controller. However, as the rotor speed increases the magnitude of the low Eigen 
frequency increases as well. This indicates that the magnitude of the transient response 
produced by this pole will increase with the rotor speed. This statement will be proven later, 
and in order to reduce such effects the proportional gain should be increased. At the operating 
frequency (50 Hz) there is a rejection gain in the response to the disturbing quantity and the 
gain in response to the reference tracking equals to 
S
0 0
S R,refM S
0v
i l l i
 

   . This shows that the 
stator current tracks the reference current regardless of the value of the stator voltage. 
Unlike the rotor speed, the variation of the PI-controller’s proportional gain has a remarkable 
effect on the stator’s current response especially on the response to the reference tracking 
quantity as depicted in Figure 4-35. From the response to the reference tracking it becomes 
clear that the gains at the eigen frequencies decrease with every increase in the proportional 
gain while the bandwidth increases. In the response of the disturbing quantity this fact can also 
be observed. Yet, its impact is smaller and the rejection bandwidth increases with the 
proportional gain. One important observation here is the gain at the slow pole. It becomes clear 
how the gain increases remarkably with the proportional gain. It can be concluded from the 
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previous discussion that as the proportional gain increases the damping at the fast poles 
increases as well while it decreases remarkably at the slow pole. 
 
Figure 4-34 Frequency response of the DFIG stator’s current for different rotor speeds 
 
Figure 4-35 Frequency response of the DFIG stator’s current for different proportional gain 
values 
4.2.6.1 Influence of Grid Stiffness 
The impact of grid stiffness on the DFIG stator’s current can be evaluated in the same manner 
as for LSC by using the following equation: 
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The modified structure of the MSC control system under consideration of the grid impedance 
is shown in Figure 4-36. 
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Figure 4-36 MSC closed-loop transfer function considering grid stiffness 
The resultant DFIG stator’s current transfer function is then: 
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  (4.66) 
The frequency response of the stator’s current given in eq. (4.61) is shown in Figure 4-37. It is 
clear that the magnitude in both responses decreases as the grid SCR decreases. An exception 
to this is in the narrow band around the operating frequency where the gains are almost identical. 
This can be easily justified by the increased value of the grid impedance which results in lower 
current magnitudes. 
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Figure 4-37 Frequency response of the DFIG stator’s current for different grid SCRs 
Recalling the stability criterion the open-loop transfer functions for floating and standalone 
modes respectively are expressed as: 
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(4.68) 
The frequency response of the open-loop transfer functions is shown in Figure 4-38. There is 
only one cross-over frequency of 385 Hz in the floating mode and with a high phase margin for 
the highest grid SCR. For other grid conditions the magnitude tends to be constant throughout 
the high frequency region while the phase shifts start at almost 15  and settle at zero degree. 
In the standalone mode there are no cross-over frequencies, where the magnitudes keep on 
increasing with the frequency, while the phase shifts increase with the frequency from 90  
onwards and finally settle at zero degrees for the frequencies beyond 10 kHz. It can then be 
concluded that the DFIG stator’s current and voltage are always stable regardless of the grid 
condition provided that the grid voltage is stable. 
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Figure 4-38 Frequency response of MSC open-loop transfer functions for different grid SCRs 
4.2.6.2 Influence of Stator Filter 
In DFIG harmonic currents are generated in both stator and rotor circuits. These harmonics are 
impressed by the grid, machine asymmetry, wind speed fluctuations and shadowing effects, 
rotor eccentricity, magnetic saturation and the converter. Considering the fundamental field of 
the current components, the harmonic currents generated will propagate from rotor to stator and 
vice versa according to [91]: 
  S,harm R,harm mech      (4.69) 
  R,harm S,harm mech      (4.70) 
According to eq. (4.69) and (4.70) the main harmonic currents with the carrier frequency and 
its multiple generated by converter switching propagate from the rotor circuit as an 
interharmonics in the stator circuit. This leads to the assumption that the design of the DFIG 
filter is not simple because the harmonic order varies with the rotor speed. However, the 
harmonic order will vary in a band of  G S1 s   around the carrier frequency and its multiple. 
Therefore, the stator notch filters can still be tuned at the carrier frequency and its multiple. 
Additionally, a high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency greater than the notch filter is 
implemented to filter out all other higher harmonics. Also an additional notch filter tuned to a 
frequency much lower than the carrier frequency to filter out the slot harmonics. 
The impact of the stator’s filter on the stator current is considered by using the following 
equation: 
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The MSC control system with the stator filter is shown in Figure 4-39. The resultant stator 
current transfer function is then given by: 
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Figure 4-39 MSC closed-loop transfer function considering stator filters 
The open-loop transfer functions considering the stator filter are found to be: 
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The frequency response of the stator’s current described by eq. (4.72) is shown in Figure 4-40. 
It is obvious that the filter circuit does not change the gains in the frequency range up to 300 
Hz because it is supposed that the filter has a very high impedance in this range. However, 
beyond this range the filter results in a high gain in the response of the disturbing quantity at 
frequencies equal to 738 Hz, 805 Hz, and 890 Hz for SCR values of 10, 5, and 2.5 respectively. 
Still, the rejection gain at those frequencies in response to reference tracking has remarkably 
increased for SCR values of 10 and 5, while the gain for the SCR value of 2.5 changes to a 
positive value. Yet, the filter significantly increases the rejection gain in the response of the 
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reference tracking at frequencies equal to 400 Hz, 530 Hz, and 670 Hz for SCR values 10, 5, 
and 2.5 respectively. 
 
Figure 4-40 Frequency response of the DFIG stator’s current including stator filters 
The frequency response of the open-loop transfer functions shown in Figure 4-41 illustrates 
how the filter influences the stability margins. In the floating mode a two cross-over frequencies 
exist. At the low cross-over frequency the phase margin reaches high value of almost 180 , 
which means that the stator’s current is stable. However, at the high cross-over frequency, 
which equals the notch frequencies described in the frequency response of the stator’s current, 
the phase-margin is too small. Its value equals 0.6  for a SCR value of 2.5 and reaches 7  for 
a SCR value of 10. This means that at this frequency the stator current reaches high values 
especially for low SCR values of the grid which may lead to the disconnection of the DFIG.  
In the standalone mode there is no cross-over frequency highlighting that the output voltage is 
be stable in the whole frequency range. However, the gain margins at the notch frequencies 
described earlier are low especially at the lowest SCR value, where the gain margin equals 4 
dB. Consequently, at low SCR values the DFIG output voltage at this frequency may reach high 
values that can also lead to the disconnection from the grid. 
From the discussion above it can be concluded that the filter design of the stator’s circuit is 
critical and requires a sophisticated engineering design to avoid system instability and to 
increase the system’s stability margins. 
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Figure 4-41 Frequency response of MSC open-loop transfer functions including stator filters  
4.2.6.3 Influence of Magnetic Saturation 
The values of the machine inductances strongly influence the location of the zeros and poles. 
The values of the machine inductances are not a time invariant and rather change non-linearly 
with the operating point. Due to the lack of data, only the influence of the main flux saturation 
on the machine’s stability will be discussed. 
The value of the main inductance depends on the magnitude of the main current, which is 
defined by the operating point. The main inductance value is measured at different operating 
points and a polynomial curve fitting is applied to define a mathematical interpretation of the 
measured data. Figure 4-42 shows the measured data of the main inductance at different values 
of the main current and the fitted data. The polynomial function defining the non-linear relation 
between the main current and main inductance is of the third order and is given by: 
  
3 2
M M MM 7.315 5.54 13.23 6.767l i i i         (4.75) 
where the main current M S Ri i i  is the algebraic sum of both the rotor and the stator 
currents. 
In the same manner as before a trust-region method is used to solve the set of non-linear 
equations described by: 
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  (4.76) 
and subjected to  
  M 6.767l    (4.77) 
 
Figure 4-42 DFIG main inductance value at different operating points 
 
Figure 4-43 Frequency response of the DFIG stator’s current considering magnetic saturation 
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The frequency response of the DFIG stator’s current and MSC open-loop transfer functions 
considering magnetic saturation for different grid SCR values is shown in Figure 4-43 and 
Figure 4-44 respectively. The resemblance between the frequency responses in this case and in 
the case without the influence of the magnetic saturation shown in Figure 4-40 and Figure 4-41 
can be observed easily. 
 
Figure 4-44 Frequency response of MSC open-loop transfer functions considering magnetic 
saturation 
The magnetizing current is the main reason there is no remarkable difference between the two 
cases. The difference between the magnetizing current magnitudes under rated conditions (rated 
stator voltage and power output) with and without consideration of the magnetic saturation is 
shown in Figure 4-45. It is clear that the difference between the two cases is not significant and 
exists mostly in a frequency band around the operating frequency. That is why this similarity 
between the two cases are found.  
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Figure 4-45 Magnetizing current magnitudes under rated conditions 
4.2.6.4 Influence of MSC Voltage Limitation 
The maximum modulation index which is achieved in the manner already discussed earlier 
equals 2 3 . Under such conditions and under consideration of a safety factor the maximum 
available steady-state voltage MSC can generate is 0.45 p.u. In order to account for the MSC 
voltage limitation the problem described in eq. (4.76) is modified to display the influence of the 
rotor voltage on the frequency response: 
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 (4.78) 
and subjected to 
  M R6.767& 0.45l v    (4.79) 
The frequency response of the rotor voltage to the disturbing quantity and reference tracking 
considering the MSC voltage limitation is shown in Figure 4-46 and 4-47 respectively. It can 
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be observed that there are no differences between the phase angle for the two cases with and 
without limitation and that the magnitude is limited to -6.9357 dB (  1020log 0.45 ). 
According to the response to the disturbing quantity the voltage limitation is critical in the 
frequency region <44 Hz for high SCR values of the grid, while there is no voltage limitation 
performed in this frequency region in response to the reference tracking. The highest rotor 
voltage gains are located at the low eigen frequency (38, 39 and 41 Hz for SCR 10, 5, and 2.5 
respectively) in both responses, at the high eigen frequency (738,807 and 897 Hz for SCR 2.5, 
5, and 10) in the response to the disturbing quantity for all SCR values and only for the lowest 
SCR value in response to the reference tracking. It is clear that the gain increases strongly as 
the SCR decreases due to the low impedance value at the eigen frequencies. 
The MSC voltage limitation will consequently reduce the gains of the stator current especially 
at the eigen frequencies. This can be observed in the frequency response of the DFIG stator’s 
current shown in Figure 4-48. For high SCR values the gain is reduced in the frequency region 
of <40 Hz in the response to the disturbing quantity, and the rejection gain is increased 
especially at the eigen frequencies around the operating frequency. Furthermore, the gain is 
reduced at the high eigen frequency especially for low SCR. The gain at the low eigen frequency 
is reduced in the response to reference tracking especially for the low SCR value, and it is 
reduced as well at the high eigen frequency for the low SCR value.  
 
Figure 4-46 Frequency response of the rotor voltage to the disturbing quantity 
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Figure 4-47 Frequency response of the rotor voltage to reference tracking 
 
Figure 4-48 Frequency response of the DFIG stator’s current considering voltage limitation 
The frequency response of MSC open-loop transfer functions are shown in Figure 4-49. The 
voltage limitation enhances the stability margins of the floating mode, where only one cross-
over frequency at 100 Hz exists for a SCR value of 10. This is because the voltage limitation 
increases the machine’s output impedance by reducing the machine’s stator current gains. In 
the standalone mode the voltage limitation does not change the stability margin because, as 
already shown in Figure 4-48, the gain of the stator’s current in response to the reference 
tracking is slightly reduced only for a small SCR value.   
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Figure 4-49 Frequency response of MSC open-loop transfer functions considering voltage 
limitation 
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5 Analysis of the Symmetrical Fault Response 
The detailed modeling and control of the DFIG-WT regarding the interconnection aspects and 
stability criterion with the grid have been introduced in the previous chapters. From this it can 
be concluded that the fault response of the DFIG-WT is dictated by a combination of factors, 
including the electrical parameters of the machine and the controller configuration of the 
converters, which make it imperative to take into account all of these factors in order to provide 
a much deeper and clearer analysis of the fault current contribution of the DFIG-WT. 
With the increased incorporation of the wind power plants (WPP) into the power system the 
knowledge of their fault current contribution became crucial for the power system component 
design, e.g. circuit breakers, bus-bars, etc., and protective relays settings for selective 
disconnection. However, the fault current contribution has not been thoroughly addressed in 
the literature, the most have concerned only with the behavior under crowbar operation [92]. 
Nonetheless, the crowbar protection circuit is currently marginal in the modern DFIG-WT, 
because during crowbar operation the DFIG behaves like a conventional IG absorbing reactive 
power from the gird consequently the DFIG is not compatible with the grid codes requirements 
anymore. Additionally, the analysis of the DFIG-WT fault current contribution with the 
crowbar is a trivial matter as will be shown later [88].  
So far, there are not any sufficient studies that address the influence of the controller and system 
nonlinearities on the fault response. The only analysis that however only considers the 
controller configuration is given in [88], but the provided mathematical expressions that 
describe the short-circuit current behavior were complex and some unjustified approximations 
were made. Also the influence of nonlinearities as well as the converter blocking were not 
considered. Therefore, in this chapter a very detailed analysis of the DFIG-WT short-circuit 
current under symmetrical fault is introduced. The analysis will consider the configuration of 
the converter controller and the system’s nonlinearities, and approximations will be made, 
which can be justified by the fact that it provides simple and useful expressions of the short-
circuit current components. 
5.1 LSC Symmetrical Fault Response Analysis 
Rewriting the voltage equation of the LSC converter in a fixed reference frame yields6: 
  
0 0 0
LSC G LSCLSC LSC( )v v r sl i
  
      (5.1) 
                                                 
6 The subscript “1” referring to the sequence component is omitted for simplicity 
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Rearranging eq. (5.1) will result in the LSC current transfer function: 
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The response of the LSC current to step change in the grid voltage (
0
Gv s

 ), which leads 
consequently to a step change in the LSC voltage (
0
LSCv s

 ), according to eq. (5.2) in the time 
domain is given by: 
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  (5.3) 
where LSC LSC LSCl r   is the choke time constant and 
0
LSC,ssi

 is the LSC steady-state fault current. 
The short-circuit current of the LSC according to eq. (5.3) consists of a dc decaying transient 
component, whose magnitude is dependent on the change in the grid and the LSC voltage and 
the value of the LSC choke. It decays with the choke time constant. Since the change in the grid 
voltage is determined by the fault location, the change in the LSC voltage and the value of the 
steady-state fault current is dictated by the controller. Therefore, the controller equation should 
be inserted into eq. (5.3) for a full analysis of the LSC fault current. 
Fault Response of the LSC Current with a Feed-Forward Decoupled Control 
Considering the inner-current control loop of the LSC the transfer function of the current is 
described by eq. (4.31). For the sake of the dynamic analysis the transfer function representing 
the converter switching in eq. (4.30) will be replaced by a first-order Padé approximation [93] 
as follows: 
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dt 0 dt 0 dt
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2 j 2 2 j
s
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  (5.4) 
The characteristic polynomial of the LSC current transfer function is of the fifth order. 
According to Galois’ Theory [94] some of the quantic equations can be solved in radicals. 
However, to date there is no general formula that could be applied. Although some methods 
have been proposed for solving the solvable quantic in [95] and [96], the resultant expressions 
would be very complex and impractical.  
Taking into consideration that the time constants dt  and meas c1 1.1   are in the range of 
hundreds sec , while the choke and PI-controller time constants are in the range of tens msec, 
the transfer functions 
*
dt ( )G s  and 
*
meas ( )G s  can be neglected by replacing them with the static 
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gain of one without loss of accuracy. The negligence will result in a full rejection of the 
disturbing quantity 
0
Gv

  and to a reduced order transfer function of the current given by: 
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I
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k

 . 
Figure 5-1 shows the current component resultant from a step change in the grid voltage, while 
Figure 5-2 shows the difference between the full short-circuit current response and the short-
circuit current response neglecting both 
*
dt ( )G s  and 
*
meas ( )G s  referred to by an approximate. It 
can be concluded from both figures that negligence is justified and does not yield a significant 
difference. 
 
Figure 5-1 LSC current response to step change in the grid voltage 
According to eq. (5.5) any step change in the reference current 
0
LSC,refi

  will result in two 
transient current decaying components. These currents decay with time constants and 
frequencies found by solving the general quadratic formula of the characteristic polynomial 
[97], which results in the following expressions: 
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Figure 5-2 Influence of measurement delays and converter switching on the LSC short-circuit 
current  
Usually the PI-controller is tuned empirically. However, the circuit parameters of the LSC are 
well known and the PI-controller can only compensate for a small error. Therefore, the PI-
controller parameters can be tuned according to the following rules without violating the 
maximum modulation index: 
  
LSC
P LSC I
LSC
,
l
k x
r
    (5.8) 
If the PI-controller parameters were tuned according to eq. (5.8), the resultant system would 
have a damping ratio appreciably greater than unity ζ > 1, yielding an overdamped system [87]. 
This means that one of the system poles would lie far away from the origin yielding a very fast 
decaying transient current. The other pole would lie very close to the system’s zero yielding 
very small magnitudes. Figure 5-3 shows the resultant transient current components to the step 
change in the reference current, where it is clear that the AC transient current has a negligible 
magnitude and the DC transient current decayed in one cycle. 
Based on this conclusion the LSC short-circuit current can be described in time domain by: 
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and the DC time constant and the associated frequency can be further reduced to: 
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j j
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Figure 5-3 LSC transient current components 
 
Figure 5-4 LSC current tracking behavior during 80% voltage drop 
In a real controller environment there would be no step jumps in the reference currents, 
especially in the d-component, because the reference current is dependent on the dynamic 
behavior of the DFIG and the DC circuit as well as the measurement delays introduced to the 
grid voltage that determines the required reactive power provision. Accordingly, it may be 
assumed that the LSC output current immediately tracks the reference current and that the LSC 
behaves like a current source with the reference current as a set-point. Figure 5-4 shows the 
tracking behavior of the LSC output current to the reference current during a voltage drop of 
80%, where it becomes obvious that the LSC current tracks the reference current with small 
deviations that can be neglected. 
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5.2 DFIG Symmetrical Fault Response 
The characteristic polynomial of the DFIG stator current transfer function described in eq. 
(3.27) is of the second order. Hence, the roots are found by solving the general quadratic 
formula of the characteristic polynomial that yields the following relations: 
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  (5.13) 
with the stator and rotor time constants: 
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The expressions of the time constants and eigen frequencies given in eq. (5.12) and (5.13) are 
too complex to proceed with, and a more relaxed expression would be beneficial to drive the 
dynamic response of the stator current with sufficient accuracy. If the dynamic response of the 
DFIG is separated into fast and slow responses as described in Chapter 3, the transfer functions 
of the stator current for both slow and fast responses can be expressed as: 
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From the equations above the time constants and eigen frequencies can be simplified to: 
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Consequently, the different current components forming the total DFIG stator short-circuit 
current are expressed as: 
The DC transient current is: 
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where, 
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The AC transient current is: 
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where, 
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Finally, the steady-state current is: 
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Finally, the DFIG stator short-circuit space vector current is given by: 
       0 0 0 0S S,DC S,AC S,SSi t i t i t i
   
     (5.25) 
and the phase current will be given by: 
        0 0 0S,DC S,AC S,SSSai t i t i t i       (5.26) 
Figure 5-5 shows the actual behavior and the approximated behavior of the natural fault 
response of the DFIG stator current. There is a strong resemblance between both behaviors, 
which proves the validity and accuracy of the derived approximated expressions given in eq. 
(5.18) to (5.24). 
5.2.1 Fault Response of the DFIG with Feed-Forward Decoupled Control 
The closed-loop decoupled control of the DFIG was discussed in detail in the previous chapter. 
It can be deduced from the transfer function of the stator current in eq. (4.55), replacing the 
dead-time transfer function with the first order Padé approximation for the LSC. The 
characteristic polynomial is of the 8th order. It is already known that the quartic equation is the 
highest degree polynomial that can be solved in radicals. Therefore, the roots of the 
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characteristic polynomial can be only solved by numerical methods, for instance the Newton-
Raphson method [98]. 
 
Figure 5-5 Natural fault response of the DFIG stator current 
 
Figure 5-6 Influence of measurement delays exclusion on DFIG stator current frequency 
response 
The multi megawatt scale DFIG is usually characterized by a natural time response that is in 
the range of tens msec, which is much larger than the time delays introduced by the 
measurement filter and the converter sampling. Figure 5-6 shows the frequency response of the 
DFIG stator current transfer function with and without considering the transfer functions 
*
dt ( )G s  
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and 
*
meas ( )G s , where there is a small gain difference at the lower eigen frequency and a 
remarkable phase difference in the response to the reference tracking beyond 150 Hz. This 
indicates that excluding 
*
dt ( )G s  and 
*
meas ( )G s  will not have a significant influence on the 
dynamic response. This fact can be observed in Figure 5-7 that shows the short-circuit stator 
current with and without considering the measurement delays, where the difference between 
the two responses is insignificant. 
 
Figure 5-7 Influence of measurement delays exclusion on DFIG stator short-circuit current 
By excluding both 
*
dt ( )G s  and 
*
meas ( )G s  the transfer function of the DFIG stator current is 
reduced to a third-order transfer function given by: 
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  (5.27) 
where 
  3 S Ra l l    (5.28) 
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   0 I S R R G S S P+ jb k l s k         (5.34) 
According to eq. (5.27) the short-circuit current of the DFIG stator has three transient 
components, whose magnitudes, decaying time constants and frequencies are dependent on 
machine electrical parameters, controller parameters and steady-state current. Figure 5.8 shows 
the different current components of the DFIG stator short-circuit current derived from the 
simulation results and from eq. (5.27). 
 
Figure 5-8 DFIG stator short-circuit current components 
5.2.2 Estimation of Short-Circuit Parameters  
The time constants and eigen frequencies of the different short-circuit current components can 
be found by finding the roots through solving the general cubic formula of the characteristic 
polynomial in eq. (5.27) as follows [97]: 
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Again the expressions in eq. (5.35) and (5.36) are too complex to derive a simple mathematical 
interpretation of the DFIG fault current. Following the same procedure as before and separating 
the DFIG dynamic response into fast and slow, with the following assumption for the sake of 
simplicity: 
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 will result in the following transfer functions: 
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where 
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Neglecting 
Gs will reduce both eq. (5.41) and (5.42) into: 
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Based on eq. (5.48) and (5.49) the time constants and eigen frequency can be simply derived 
as: 
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From eq. (5.51) two facts can be deduced. Firstly, for the machine to operate in a stable mode 
the following always need to be satisfied: 
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If this condition is not met, especially for small values of proportional gain, one of the roots 
will be positive leading to unstable behavior. Therefore, eq. (5.52) can be utilized to tune the 
PI-controller parameters in the initial design phase. Secondly, for larger machines characterized 
by S Sr x , eq. (5.51) can be further reduced to: 
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  (5.53) 
The current components constituting the short-circuit current of the DFIG stator with full 
decoupled control can now be found as follows: 
The DC transient current is: 
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where Sz  is the transient impedance and is given by: 
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The AC transient currents is: 
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The steady-state current is: 
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Finally, the DFIG stator short-circuit space vector current with fully decoupled control is given 
by: 
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and the phase current will be given by: 
        0 0 0S,DC S,AC S,SSSai t i t i t i       (5.61) 
5.2.3 Validation of Short-Circuit Parameters  
In order to validate the different expressions derived above describing the short-circuit 
parameters of the DFIG stator with full decoupled control, the real parameters should be 
extracted from the simulated signals. According to eq. (5.61) the phase current can be rewritten, 
assuming the short-circuit was applied at the zero crossing of the stator voltage, as: 
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 (5.62) 
where DC S AC1 AC2      . 
A non-linear optimization can be used to fit eq. (5.62) to the measured data by minimizing the 
objective function described by: 
    
2
min , data i i
x
i
F x x y   (5.63) 
where iy  is the simulated short-circuit current and  F x  is the proposed solution as described 
by eq. (5.62).  
The mean variance mapping optimization (MVMO) is the non-linear optimization method 
adapted here and throughout the work. The MVMO is a new population-based stochastic 
optimization technique, where the mapping function used transforms the uniformly distributed 
random variation into a new one which is characterized by the variance and mean of the n-best 
population attained so far. It aims to perform prompt and accurate optimization with a minimum 
amount of objective function evaluations [99]. 
 
Figure 5-9 Influence of proportional gain on the time constants and eigen frequencies  
Figure 5-9 and 5-10 show the influence of the PI-controller’s parameters on the time constants 
and eigen frequencies of the transient currents. A great resemblance between the derived 
analytical expressions and the extracted values, which prove the validity of the proposed 
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expressions for time constants and eigen frequencies, can be observed. From these figures it 
can be concluded that large values of proportional gain do not have a great influence on the 
eigen frequencies, where for the values P 0.15k   the eigen frequencies tend to be constant. 
Additionally, the AC time constants are not influenced greatly for high values of integral gain, 
especially for I 5k  . 
 
Figure 5-10 Influence of integral gain on the time constants and eigen frequencies 
 
Figure 5-11 Influence of the PI-controller’s parameters on the short-circuit current 
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The influence of the PI-controller’s parameters on the short-circuit current is shown in Figure 
5-11. Both gains of the PI-controller’s parameters greatly influence the transient impedance as 
described by eq. (5.55). As the proportional gain has a great influence on the AC time constants 
as shown in Figure 5-9, it will consequently influence the peak value of the short-circuit current 
as shown. However, the influence of the integral gain on the peak value of the short-circuit 
current is minor especially in the practical range of values of the integral gain (5-15). This is 
related to the fact that large values of the integral gain do not greatly influence the time constants 
as shown in Figure 5-10. 
5.2.4 Influence of Magnetic Saturation  
During short-circuit periods the value of the main inductance will vary due to the variation of 
both stator and rotor currents and consequently the magnetizing current. The magnetizing 
current will tend to decrease during the short-circuit because the DFIG must inject a reactive 
current into the grid. It will then reduce its active current magnitude as protection of the 
converter against high currents and to reduce the mechanical stresses on its shaft. Consequently, 
the main inductance will increase according to the saturation curve shown in Figure 4-42. This 
fact can be observed in Figure 5-12 which shows the variation of the main inductance for the 
first cycle after fault initiation. 
 
Figure 5-12 Variation of the DFIG’s main inductance during short-circuit  
It is expected that the fault response of the DFIG will change due to magnetic saturation. 
However, this is not true because as the machine’s inductance increases, it de-saturates due to 
the reduction of the magnetizing current. The leakage coefficient   will concurrently decrease 
as a result of demagnetization. Consequently, the machine’s transient impedance as well as the 
time constants, eigen frequencies and, as a result, the short-circuit current will remain the same. 
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This fact was also illustrated in the frequency response shown in Figure 4-43, where the 
magnetic saturation does not have any remarkable influence on the machine’s impedances. 
5.2.5 Influence of MSC Voltage Limitation 
The MSC voltage limitation has a remarkable influence on the fault response of the DFIG 
because the MSC does not produce the required rotor voltage as demanded by the controller as 
a result of the voltage limitation. 
Analyzing the fault response under such conditions is not an easy task due to the non-linear 
behavior of the machine because the machine’s dynamic state will change whenever a voltage 
limitation takes place. In order to understand how the machine’s dynamic state changes with 
the voltage limitation, the MVMO is implemented to estimate the equivalent transfer function 
of the machine during a short-circuit period. This is achieved by minimizing the objective 
function described in eq. (5.63)7. 
 
Figure 5-13 Frequency response of the DFIG’s stator current during fault considering MSC 
voltage limitation 
The frequency response of the simulated system and the expected system (assuming that the 
MSC voltage limitation is high enough) are shown in Figure 5-13. In the response to the 
disturbing quantity the simulated system has a higher gain magnitude than the expected system 
at low frequencies. Also, it shows a higher rejection gain at the lowest eigen frequency. But a 
                                                 
7 The proportional gain Pk  was increased and consequently the integral gain I P Ik k  to generate high rotor 
voltage 
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lower rejection gain at the highest eigen frequency. Yet, both responses are almost identical 
with regard to reference tracking, except for the highest eigen frequency and beyond, where the 
simulated system retains a higher rejection gain. Furthermore, the gains at the operating 
frequency for both systems are almost identical, which implies that the voltage limitation only 
influences the transient components. In addition, both responses almost have the same phase 
angle at the eigen frequencies while the simulated system has a higher phase angle in the low 
frequency region. 
 
Figure 5-14 Pole-Zero excursion of the DFIG stator current transfer function for the disturbing 
quantity 
 
Figure 5-15 Pole-Zero excursion of the DFIG stator current transfer function for reference 
tracking  
From the discussion above it can be concluded that the damping of the DC transient current and 
the 1st AC transient current (highest eigen frequency) are reduced due to the voltage limitation. 
Concurrently, their magnitudes are increased, while the damping of the 2nd AC transient current 
(lowest eigen frequency) increases. As a result, its magnitude is reduced. This can be observed 
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in the Pole-Zero map shown in Figure 5-14 and 5-15 for the disturbing quantity and the 
reference tracking quantity respectively.  
For the disturbing quantity, the pole of the DC transient current has moved into a higher 
oscillating mode and a lower damping yielding higher magnitudes. Additionally, the pole of the 
1st AC transient current has also moved into a lower oscillating mode and a lower damping 
while its zero remains almost in the same position yielding a lower magnitude. Furthermore, 
the pole of the 2nd AC transient current moved into a lower oscillating mode and a higher 
damping with its zero again remaining in almost the same position and yielding a higher 
magnitude. For the reference tracking, the conditions for the poles are the same as for the 
disturbing quantity. The zero of the 1st AC transient current moved into a higher oscillating 
mode and damping. This yields a lower magnitude as the pole retains a lower oscillating mode 
and a lower damping. For the 2nd AC transient current the zero remains at the origin. This yields 
that the magnitude will decrease because the pole is positioned far away from the origin.  
 
Figure 5-16 Short-circuit current components of the DFIG stator considering MSC voltage 
limitation 
The resultant short-circuit current components are shown in Figure 5-16. It is clear that the most 
notable difference is in the DC transient component. As already discussed, the high proportional 
gain as well as the integral gain will lead to a very low transient time constant for the AC 
components. As a result, their magnitudes will demolish quickly, while the DC time constant 
will decrease. Still, this decrease is not significant. Consequently, the required transient rotor 
voltage will be mainly produced by the DC current component. This means that due to the MSC 
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voltage limitation the MSC will not be able to produce the required transient DC rotor voltage, 
which leads to the significant difference observed in the DC transient current component. 
The short-circuit currents of the DFIG stator under MSC voltage limitation are shown in Figure 
5-17. The plotted curves show that the simulated current is almost identical to the expected 
current for the first cycle. This is related to the fact that the required rotor voltage exceeds the 
limits after the first cycle as shown in Figure 5-18. Therefore, it can be concluded that the 
voltage limitation does not influence both the transient current magnitude and the peak current. 
 
Figure 5-17 Influence of MSC voltage limitation on the DFIG stator short-circuit current 
 
Figure 5-18 Required rotor voltage considering MSC voltage limitation 
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6 Techniques to Reduce the Peak Short-Circuit Current 
It has been shown in the previous chapter that due to the direct connection of the DFIG stator 
to the grid that any disturbance in the grid voltage will result in high short-circuit current 
magnitudes and over-voltages in the DC circuit. The semiconductor devices are sensitive to 
high magnitudes of currents and voltages, which may violate their thermal and voltage limits. 
Therefore a protection strategy of the converters against such high currents and voltages 
magnitudes should be implemented. However, the FRT poses a challenge to overcome due to 
design limitations.  
In the early development days, the DFIG-WT was conventionally equipped with a passive 
crowbar for protection against excessive currents and voltages. The operation period of the 
passive crowbar lasts for long periods, typically six cycles, and during such long periods of 
operation the DFIG acts as a conventional induction generator that consumes a considerable 
amount of reactive power [100]. Naturally, such behaviour is not subjected to the grid codes 
requirements. Nevertheless upon voltage restoration high over voltages occur in the rotor circuit 
that may lead to damage of the converter. Several solutions were proposed to enhance the 
operation of the crowbar circuit. Among these were the restoration of the operation with the 
currents last measured as a reference current to ensure safe operation during the transition to 
normal operation [101], or adaption of an active crowbar with strategy to reduce the activation 
period [102]. However, those solutions are complicated because they require switching between 
several control passes, which reduces reliability of the controller. Another sophisticated 
solution to overcome long deactivation periods would be to instead of using a crowbar to block 
the IGBT and to let the rotor current commutate through the diodes. Meanwhile the chopper is 
triggered to reduce the DC link voltage as well as the rotor currents [103]. Although this would 
effectively reduce the deactivation period of the MSC as well as the DC link voltage and rotor 
currents blocking would still be inventible. 
Other solutions would include the installation of extra hardware components in the rotor or 
stator circuit. Those extra hardware components include one of the following; a saturable core 
fault current limiter (FCL) [104] [105], a super conducting FCL [106], a combination of 
resistances and capacitances with a bidirectional switch [107], a series dynamic resistance with 
a bypass switch [108], a dynamic voltage restorer with a VSC [109], a passive resistance 
network [110]. Other solutions focus on control adjustment during FRT. The demagnetizing 
current was added to the reference current to constrain the rotor current to below 2 p.u in [111], 
while the stator transient voltage was added to the rotor voltage in [112] for the same reason. 
Although both approaches successfully reduced the currents they both require the existence of 
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a flux observer and need to operate in over-modulation. Furthermore, they cannot reduce the 
current if the voltage sag is lower than 0.3 p.u,. and upon voltage restoration high current over-
shoots will occur. Two other solutions were proposed in [88]. The first was to add instantly the 
step change in the stator voltage to the rotor voltage for a limited time frame in order to avoid 
long periods of operation in over-modulation. The second was to let the first set-point of the 
reference reactive current be set as under excited for the first half cycle and then to reverse it. 
Again, both methods were successful with regard to current reduction. Yet, it is still not clear 
how to set the application time in the first solution. It also prolongs the decaying time. In the 
second solution it is not clear how to adjust the value of the reference reactive current. 
Furthermore, in real controller instantaneous application is impossible due to the delays 
introduced by the measurement and the converter modulation. An improved control strategy 
was proposed in [113] to limit the DC-link voltage by feedback of the rotor power in the current 
control loop of the GSC. However, this approach requires elevating the thermal rating of the 
GSC to withstand the extra transferred power of the rotor circuit during FRT. 
Most of the aforementioned hardware based solutions feature either components that should be 
fully rated or components that are expensive, which will increase the overall cost of the WT 
unit. Additionally, some of them require a sophisticated control strategy. Also, the control 
adjustment solutions, even those that were successful in curbing the problems of the high short-
circuit current and the DC voltage, had a negative impact on the DFIG. Some of these effects 
were the operation in over-modulation and the reduction of its feasibility with higher voltage 
drops. 
In this chapter new techniques are developed for the purpose of reducing the peak value of the 
short-circuit current for FRT enhancement. These new methods utilize the dynamic model of 
the DFIG to derive the compensation rules while using the available MSC voltage without 
running into over-modulation. Again, the MVMO is used to optimally tune the parameters 
relevant for the compensation rules to achieve the highest effectiveness of the proposed 
techniques. 
Some remarks need to be made to ensure clear results. The simple network shown in Figure 6-
1 is used for simulation purposes. The simulation model of the DFIG-WT represents a 
manufacturer based model with real-world parameters so that the results reflect the real 
dynamic behavior as closely as possible. All the DFIG-WT’s parameters are found in the 
Appendix. A 3-phase fault is applied at a section in the cable so that a 90% voltage drop occurs 
at the PCC. Prior to the fault the DFIG-WT is operating in the super synchronous mode with 
an active power set-point equal to 0.95 p.u. and slip equal to -0.18. The timing of the fault is 
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chosen in such a way that the maximum peak current occurs in phase a. Additionally, the 
magnetic saturation is considered for the DFIG for all the simulations carried out. Furthermore, 
the results without any compensation technique but only a PI-controller in the inner current 
control loop is considered here as a benchmark for comparison.  
MSC LSC
DFIG
Gear 
Box
110 kV
50 MVA
R/X 0.2
YnY
110/20 kV
2.5 MVA
PCC Q
F
0.69 kV
2 MW
 
Figure 6-1 Simulation network used for the validation of the proposed peak short-circuit 
current techniques  
6.1 Transient Flux Compensation 
The DFIG stator current can be written as: 
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where 
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R
l
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    is the internal transient voltage. 
For the step change in the stator voltage the DFIG stator current can be rewritten as: 
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From eq. (6.4) the transient current can be set to zero if 
0
intv
  is set equal to 
0
Sv

 . This is 
satisfied if the transient rotor voltage is set to: 
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From this it follows that a full dynamic rejection of the disturbing quantity is achieved if the 
required dynamic rotor voltage described in eq. (6.5) is provided in the controller as a feed-
forward to the rotor voltage. However, the existence of a pure integrator would lead to 
instability due to uncertainties in the values of the parameter. Additionally, the initial dynamic 
rotor voltage 
0 0
R,init SR Mv l l v
 
    is more than double the MSC voltage limit. In order to 
overcome those difficulties the rate of change of the internal transient voltage can be increased 
by setting 
0
R
0

  . Based on this the required dynamic rotor voltage can be driven either 
from the open-loop or the closed-loop dynamic response of the DFIG. 
6.1.1 Open-Loop Transient Flux Compensation 
From the full order model of the DFIG described in chapter 3 the open-loop rotor flux can be 
derived after some mathematical manipulation as: 
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 (6.6) 
Consequently, the open-loop transient rotor flux is set to zero if the dynamic rotor voltage is set 
to: 
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Rearranging eq. (6.7) for controller implementation yields: 
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 (6.8) 
Figure 6.2 shows the inner current control loop with an open-loop transient flux compensation. 
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Figure 6-2 MSC inner current control loop with an open-loop transient flux compensation 
6.1.2 Closed-Loop Transient Flux Compensation 
The compensation of the transient flux can also be driven considering the feed-forward 
decoupled control of the DFIG. The closed-loop rotor flux can be estimated by equating the 
rotor voltage described in eq. (4.46) with its value in eq. (6.6), which results after some 
mathematical manipulation in the following expression of the closed-loop rotor flux: 
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(6.9) 
where 3a  to 0a  are the same as in eq. (5.28)-(5.31) and 
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In order to reset the transient closed-loop rotor flux, the dynamic reference current should be 
set to: 
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Rearranging eq. (6.13) for controller implementation yields: 
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Figure 6.3 shows the inner current control loop with a closed-loop transient flux compensation. 
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Figure 6-3 MSC inner current control loop with a closed-loop transient flux compensation 
6.1.3 Simulation Results For Transient Flux Compensation 
The short-circuit current of the DFIG stator is shown in Figure 6-4. The highest peak short-
circuit current occurs with the PI-controller after 6 ms from the fault, while the lowest peak 
occurs with the closed-loop transient flux compensation after 7 ms from the fault. The closed-
loop compensation is successful in reducing the peak short-circuit current by 22%, while the 
open loop reduces the peak value by 5%. After fault clearance no high current over-shoots 
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occur. The highest magnitude occurs with the PI-controller and the lowest with the closed-loop 
compensation.  
The simulation results of other quantities are shown in Figure 6-5. Upon fault initiation the 
internal transient voltage will get reduced to match the stator voltage reduction and the new 
reference current’s set points. The internal transient voltage declines rapidly under closed-loop 
compensation to a value of 0.9 p.u. in 7 ms while it decreases more slowly in the case of PI-
controller to 0.96 in 6 ms. That is why the lowest peak value of the short-circuit current occurs 
with the closed-loop compensation. As a result of the fast change of the internal voltage, the 
rotor voltage magnitude increases much faster to its highest value in the case of the closed-loop 
compensation in comparison to the open-loop and PI-controller cases.  
 
Figure 6-4 DFIG stator short-circuit current with transient flux compensation 
However, the rotor voltage does not increase beyond the maximum available MSC voltage, 
which in the case of the transient is up to 0.56 p.u. Furthermore, the high rotor voltage 
magnitude results in a higher DC link voltage and consequently increases the activity of the 
chopper. The fast change decline in the internal voltage and the reduced peak short-circuit 
current result in lower over-shoot in the electromagnetic torque and faster damping of 
oscillation in the case of the closed-loop, which results in lower mechanical stresses on the 
shaft. Provided that the energy stored in the DFIG remains the same and that the peak short-
circuit current is dominantly reactive, the responses of the DFIG-WT’s active power remain 
almost the same in all cases. As the current’s magnitude in all the cases observed increases with 
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the same pattern the main inductance value will also de-saturate with the same pattern and reach 
its highest value at the same time.  
 
 
Figure 6-5 Simulation results for transient flux compensation 
After fault clearance the same scenario repeats itself again. The internal voltage increases again 
faster in the case of the closed-loop in comparison to the other cases. This results in a higher 
rotor voltage magnitude, and consequently in a higher DC link voltage and increased chopper 
operation. Additionally, the torque over-shoot is lower in the case of closed-loop compensation 
due to lower current and internal transient voltage peak values. Resulting from the great 
difference between the terminal voltage and the internal voltage, higher reactive power would 
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be absorbed by the machine. This reactive power magnitude and rate of change is dependent on 
how fast the MSC’s controller modifies its rotor voltage to its new set point. Therefore, in the 
case of the PI-controller the amount of reactive power is the highest. This is why the over-shoot 
in the reactive and active power in the case of closed-loop compensation is the lowest. It is also 
important to notice that, after the first cycle of the closed-loop compensation the internal voltage 
shows a sag in its value. This is a consequence of the large sag occurring in the rotor voltage 
and in response to it the MSC controller increases the d-axis reference current in order to 
increase the produced power. This is why a higher swell in the active power occurs. The active 
power swell will damp the mechanical speed and force it to quickly return to its reference value 
as illustrated. This is beneficial for the transient stability due to a fast damping of the rotor 
angle. 
6.2 Transient Impedance Compensation 
According to eq. (6.1) another method to reduce the peak short-circuit current would be to 
increase the DFIG transient impedance as much as possible. The transient impedance of the 
DFIG according to eq. (6.1) is described by: 
  S S S Sjz r l      (6.17) 
The highest value the transient impedance can reach is given by: 
  S S S Sjz r l     (6.18) 
This value represents the transient impedance with an open circuited rotor which can be 
achieved by setting the rotor current to zero. 
6.2.1 Open-Loop Transient Impedance Compensation 
From the transfer function of the rotor current described in eq. (3.28) the rotor current can be 
set to zero by considering the following:  
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The steady-state value in eq. (6.19) is already given as a feed forward term in the MSC 
controller. Therefore, it can be excluded and only the dynamic term is considered, which results 
in the required transient rotor voltage as: 
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Rearranging eq. (6.20) for the implementation of the controller yields: 
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The schematic of the inner current control loop with an open-loop transient impedance 
compensation is shown in Figure 6-6. 
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Figure 6-6 MSC inner current control loop with an open-loop transient impedance 
compensation 
6.2.2 Closed-Loop Transient Impedance Compensation 
The rotor current’s transfer function can also be derived considering the feed-forward 
decoupled control of the DFIG. Based on the MSC controller shown in Figure 4-33 the rotor 
current’s transfer function excluding both measurement and converter delays is: 
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where 3a  to 0a  are the same for the stator current’s transfer function other coefficients are 
defined as follows: 
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From eq. (6.22) the required dynamic reference current to set the rotor current to zero is 
described by: 
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Rearranging eq. (6.26) for the implementation of the controller yields: 
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where 
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The schematic of the inner current’s control loop with a closed-loop transient impedance 
compensation is shown in Figure 6-7. 
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Figure 6-7 MSC inner current’s control loop with a closed-loop transient impedance 
compensation 
6.2.3 Optimized Transient Impedance Compensation 
According to eq. (6.20) and (6.26) the initially required dynamic rotor voltage is equal to: 
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Open-loop: 
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From this it can be concluded that the initially required dynamic rotor voltage is more than 
twice the available MSC voltage, which means that operation in over modulation is 
unavoidable. Furthermore, the associated time constants are larger than the natural machine’s 
time constant, which implies that the duration of the over modulation operation will be greater. 
As a result, high harmonic currents will be generated and will also be sustained for longer 
periods of time. Consequently, high electrical losses and stresses on the mechanical shaft are 
unavoidable. 
Such a scenario of course is not ideal. Thus, gain parameters and time constants should be 
rescaled to assure a more efficient compensation. Therefore, the gains and the time constants 
are extended by gain factors as follows: 
Open-loop: 
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Closed-loop: 
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  (6.33) 
The gain factors k  and k  can be tuned empirically. However, this would not lead to optimal 
performance. Therefore, MVMO is used again for to reliably tune both gains, where the 
objective function is evaluated as follows: 
   S,p respmin ,i    (6.34) 
and subjected to: 
  R MSC,max S S,threshold&v v v v    (6.35) 
where S,pi  is the peak value of the stator’s short-circuit current, resp  is the response time 
required for the rotor’s instantaneous currents to perfectly track the reference currents set point 
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after fault occurrence, MSC,maxv  is the maximum available MSC voltage and S,thresholdv  is the stator 
voltage sag deactivation limit of the converter. 
6.2.4 Simulation Results for Transient Impedance Compensation 
It becomes clear in Figure 6-8 that the optimized transient impedance compensation 
successfully manages to reduce the peak short-circuit current by 21% for the open-loop and by 
26% for the closed-loop. For both cases the time point occurrence of the peak value was delayed 
by 1ms in comparison to the PI-controller case. After fault clearance again the current over 
shoot was minimum with transient impedance compensation. However, a higher swell in the d-
axis current component occurred for the closed-loop compensation in comparison to others. 
 
Figure 6-8 DFIG stator short-circuit current with a transient impedance compensation 
As shown in Figure 6-9 upon fault occurrence the internal transient voltage decreases much 
faster with the compensation than with the PI-controller. Although the open-loop compensation 
results in a higher peak value than the closed-loop does, the value of the internal transient 
voltage is lower. This arises from the fact that the compensation technique modifies the 
transient impedance of the machine. This means that the closed-loop results in a slower decline 
in the transient impedance. The initial rotor voltage magnitude is the same for both cases and 
equal to 0.52 p.u., which is still lower than the maximum allowable value of 0.56 p.u.. However, 
the rotor voltage magnitude decreases much faster with the closed-loop compensation than it 
does with the open-loop compensation or the PI-controller. Generally, the high rotor voltage 
magnitude in the case of compensation results in a higher DC link voltage and in higher 
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operation cycles of the chopper circuit. Moreover, the slower decreases of the rotor voltage 
magnitude with open-loop compensation will result in higher operation cycles of the chopper 
circuit in comparison to the closed-loop compensation. The much lower internal transient 
voltage and peak short-circuit current value results in a much lower torque over shoot compared 
to the case with the PI-controller. 
Upon fault clearance the same scenario repeats itself again as it does for the flux compensation. 
However, the rotor voltage magnitude displays a much deeper sag after the first cycle, which 
leads to a greater swell in the active power as well as in the electromagnetic torque. Yet, this 
high swell is beneficial for the rotor stability because it increases damping and, as a result, the 
speed deviation is limited as seen in Figure 6-9. 
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Figure 6-9 Simulation results of the transient impedance compensation 
6.3 Pole Shift Method 
One of the methods to reduce the peak short-circuit current is to shift the system’s poles away 
from the origin in the left half of the s-plane, thus increasing the damping. This can be 
accomplished by shifting the system poles away from the origin by increasing the proportional 
gain of the PI-controller, which increases the damping of the AC transient components and 
consequently reduces the peak short-circuit current. However, the disadvantage of this 
procedure is that the system’s zeros also moves away from the origin in the left half of the s-
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plane. Therefore, the error voltage produced by the PI-controller increases sharply and may 
cause the MSC to run into over modulation. Additionally, the damping of the DC transient 
component is reduced significantly as well with the increase in the proportional gain. This will 
consequently increase the mechanical stresses on the rotating shaft due to the pulsating torque 
component as well as elevate heat production in the machine due to the ohmic losses. This fact 
is illustrated in Figure 6-10, which shows how the magnitude of the rotor voltage increases 
significantly with the proportional gain and how a sustained oscillation can be found due to the 
reduced damping of the DC component. 
Another method to shift the system’s poles without simultaneously shifting the zeros is to 
decrease the real component value of the rotor current’s feed forward term  FFIRe G . By 
reducing the real component the damping of the AC components will increase without a 
significant increase in the rotor voltage magnitude. This can be observed in Figure 6-11, which 
shows how the poles of the AC components shift towards higher damping, while the zeros shift 
is not that significant. 
 
Figure 6-10 Influence of the proportional gain on the required rotor voltage during a deep 
voltage sag 
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Figure 6-11 Influence of the rotor current’s feed forward real component on the system’s poles 
and zeros 
The disadvantage of this method is that the controller effort will increase because the PI-
controller has to compensate for the error produced by the high value of  FFIG . Additionally, 
if the value  FFIG  is too high, the PI-controller will be completely ineffective if the required 
error voltage is higher than the anti-windup limits. Therefore, choosing the right value of 
 FFIG  is a tradeoff between controllability and FRT enhancement. 
Simulation Results for Pole Shift Method 
As the value of  FFIG  decreases, the peak as well as the magnitude of the short-circuit current 
declines as shown in Figure 6-12. Additionally, it can be observed that the current’s oscillations 
are damped quickly and the time occurrence of the peak does not change with the decrease of 
 FFIG . This shows that the value of  FFIG  has a great influence on the AC time constants 
of the DFIG stator short-circuit current as has been explained. 
The rest of the simulation results are shown in Figure 6-13. Upon fault occurrence the internal 
transient voltage decreases to its new operating value which is decided on based on the terminal 
voltage. The rate of change of the internal transient voltages increases significantly with the 
decrease of the value of  FFIG , where the internal transient voltage with the lowest  FFIG  
value  R3r  is the fastest to reach its new operating point. The same is also valid for the rotor 
voltage. However, due to the high value of  FFIG  the magnitude of the rotor voltage increases 
to higher values in comparison to other values, but it is still within the limit range. The high 
rotor voltage magnitude results in a higher DC link voltage and consequently in higher 
operating cycles of the chopper circuit. The torque over-shoot also decreases with the value of 
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 FFIG  due to the lower current magnitude and the fast reduction of the internal transient 
voltage. Just as with the other compensation techniques, the peak short-circuit current is 
dominantly reactive, and the responses of the DFIG-WT active power remain almost the same 
for all cases. Additionally, the main inductance value also de-saturates in the same pattern and 
reaches its highest value at the same time. 
 
Figure 6-12 DFIG stator short-circuit current with the pole shift method 
Upon fault clearance the phenomena is repeated, the internal transient voltage increases faster 
than in the other cases for the lowest  FFIG  value, which results in a higher rotor voltage 
magnitude, and, consequently, in a higher DC link voltage and increased chopper operation. 
The torque over-shoot is almost the same for all the values because the differences between the 
current magnitudes at the peak time as well as the internal transient voltages are the same. 
Again, high reactive power is absorbed by the machine, which is dependent on the MSC 
controller due to the difference between the terminal voltage and the internal voltage, and due 
to the over-shoot in the reactive and active power for the highest  FFIG  value in comparison 
to the other cases. This will then lead to a larger swell in the internal voltage which is followed 
by a greater swell of the active and reactive powers. Consequently, the speed excursion is lower 
due to the high active power swell.  
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Figure 6-13 Simulation results of the transient pole shift method 
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7 Analysis of Unsymmetrical Fault Response 
Although the probability of unsymmetrical fault types reaches almost 90% for all fault types 
[114], not a lot of attention is paid to the investigation of the dynamic response of the DFIG-
WT during unsymmetrical faults. This might be related to the absence of any clear or specific 
requirements in the former grid codes [115], [116]. However, in 2015 the VDE established new 
grid code requirements regarding the connection of private generation facilities to the public 
high-voltage network [117]. According to these new requirements the generating units must 
remain connected in the entire operating range as long as the phase-to-phase voltages at the grid 
connection point within the boundaries of the curve shown in Figure 7-1 exist. Furthermore, 
the generating units must support the grid voltage by providing a reactive current in accordance 
to the slope shown in Figure 7-2. 
 
Figure 7-1 New FRT requirements according to VDE [117] 
 
Figure 7-2 Voltage support requirements according to VDE [117] 
The occurrence of unsymmetrical voltage at the terminals of the DFIG-WT produces additional 
torque that increases the core losses. Furthermore, the flow of negative sequence current in the 
machine’s windings leads to a non-uniform distribution of the power losses, which 
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consequently results in local winding overheating and decrease of machine life expectancy 
[118]. Additionally, the interaction between the sequence components creates a pulsating torque 
on the shaft, causing audible noises and extra mechanical stress [119]. Therefore, several 
control approaches were proposed to solve those problems. However, there are concrete control 
objectives assigned to the negative sequence control in the DFIG-WT which can be realized 
one at a time. These are [119]: 
For LSC: 
1) negative sequence current suppression 
2) DC link pulsating voltage suppression 
For MSC: 
1) no compensation  
2) negative sequence current suppression 
3) pulsating torque suppression 
It could be determined that there is no control objective that results in a better performance than 
the other. This can be related, but not limited to, the following facts: 
➢ If a full mitigation of the negative sequence currents is achieved, there will be no current 
left for the protection devices to sense. 
➢ The compensation of the pulsating electromagnetic torque of the DFIG requires 
prioritization of the negative sequence controller in the MSC, which in that case 
requires the reduction of the positive sequence voltage that may lead to conflict with 
the grid code requirements. 
➢ It is preferred to operate the LSC with balanced current to avoid non-uniform power 
losses. However, high DC link voltage pulsation decreases the service life of the 
capacitor. 
The knowledge about the DFIG-WT dynamic response under unsymmetrical grid faults is 
crucial for new FRT requirement’s compliance verification and for choosing the right settings 
of the protective devices. However, the dynamic response is solely dependent on the assigned 
controller objective. Therefore, in this chapter a detailed analysis of the DFIG-WT dynamic 
response under unsymmetrical grid faults is carried out. The analysis will be carried out for 
each controller objective and a mathematical interpretation of the results for each objective will 
be derived for a clear and deep understanding of the dynamic response. 
The simulation network in Chapter 6 is used here but with a phase-to-phase fault applied 
between phase A and B that results in a negative sequence voltage of magnitude 0.2 p.u. at the 
PCC. Prior to the fault the DFIG-WT was operating at 0.6 p.u. active power set point, -0.1 slip 
and unity power factor. The operating conditions were chosen to allow for full control of the 
DFIG-WT under unsymmetrical grid fault.  
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The negative sequence components of the voltages and currents are separated from the original 
signal in accordance to eq. (4.3) which is realized through a derivative with one step delay as 
shown in Figure 7-3, where p  is the discrete time step of the simulation, that was set to 1 s . 
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Figure 7-3 Instantaneous separation of the negative sequence component 
7.1 LSC Unsymmetrical Fault Response Analysis 
The negative sequence voltage equation in a fixed reference frame of the LSC is the same as 
for the positive sequence. Consequently, the following relations can be directly derived in the 
same manner as for the positive sequence: 
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Eq. (7.2) represents the natural fault response of the LSC under unsymmetrical fault, which 
resembles the natural response of an RL-circuit, where the magnitude of the transient current is 
dependent on the step change of both LSC and grid negative sequence voltages and the 
impedance value of the line choke and decays with the choke time constant. 
7.1.1 LSC Response With Current Suppression 
In order to suppress the LSC’s negative sequence current, the LSC output voltage should be 
exactly the same as the grid voltage, which is realized as shown in Figure 7-4, where 
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Figure 7-4 LSC controller with negative sequence current suppression  
The transfer function of the LSC negative sequence current can then be derived as: 
        0 * * 0LSC2 meas dt G2LSC 1i G s G s G s v      (7.5) 
Neglecting the delay introduced by the controller would result in a full rejection of the grid 
voltage and, consequently, the dynamic response can be ignored completely. The resultant LSC 
negative sequence currents are shown in Figure 7-5. It can be observed that the resultant 
transient currents decay quickly, while a very small residual/ steady-state current of small 
magnitude remains. As a result, this residual current is not produced by the negative sequence 
controller, but rather by the positive sequence controller. This is due to the double grid 
frequency component superimposed on the DC link due to the interaction between sequence 
components, where the DC link voltage controller generates a d-axis reference current with this 
superimposed double grid frequency component. This component will then be reflected as a 
fundamental and a third harmonic component in the negative sequence as well as in the positive 
sequence. However, their magnitudes are of negligible value, because the integrator of the PI-
controller will attenuate them. 
 
Figure 7-5 LSC negative sequence currents with negative sequence current suppression 
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7.1.2 LSC Response With Pulsating Voltage Suppression 
As a result of unsymmetrical grid faults a pulsating active power component with twice the grid 
frequency occurs at the MSC and the LSC due to the interaction between sequence components. 
They are derived from the instantaneous active power as follows: 
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The pulsating power components can be written in a reference frame that rotates at twice the 
grid frequency as follows [48], [88]: 
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Due to the power imbalance between the MSC and LSC, this pulsating power components will 
be superimposed on the DC link. The relationship between the pulsating power and the DC 
voltage, neglecting the converter losses, is given by: 
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In order to fully suppress the DC link voltage oscillation the following needs to be satisfied: 
  MSC LSC 0p p    (7.12) 
This is realized by letting the LSC negative sequence current be equal to: 
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Another approach to realize eq. (7.12) and to avoid the computational effort associated with eq. 
(7.13) can be chosen to extract the pulsating voltage component via a resonance filter and force 
it to zero via a PI-controller. This generates the required LSC negative sequence reference 
currents. A fast resonance filter that is based on a Lê filter is described in detail in [88], in which 
also a more sophisticated controller which guarantees a faster response is examined. The full 
schematic of the LSC controller with DC link voltage oscillation suppression is shown in Figure 
7-6. 
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Figure 7-6 LSC controller with DC voltage pulsation suppression 
 
Figure 7-7 DC link voltage response under phase-to-phase fault with pulsating components 
suppression 
The response of the DC link with the proposed controller under unsymmetrical fault ( G2 0.2v   
) is shown in Figure 7-7. After fault initiation high over shoots occur that decay after two cycles. 
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These over-shoots occur in the space vector component of the pulsating components which are 
then gradually reduced to zero.  
The pulsating voltage component is dependent on the dynamic behavior of the DFIG. For a full 
dynamic response analysis of the LSC negative sequence current the DFIG dynamics should be 
considered. However, this would lead to a highly complex analysis. Still, if the LSC inner 
current control loop is considered on its own, disregarding the measurement and converter 
delays as before, the transfer function of the LSC negative sequence current can be expresses 
as: 
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Substituting for each transfer function yields a characteristic polynomial of the third order. 
From this the time constants and eigen frequencies are derived as: 
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As in the case of the positive sequence, the PI-controller is tuned to result in an overdamped 
system. With the time constant of the Lê filter being too small ( 2 2k  ), the dynamic response 
of the LSC can be disregarded. This can be observed in Figure 7-8 which shows the LSC 
negative sequence transient currents, where it is clear that the magnitudes of the transient 
currents are too small and decay fast. Consequently, the LSC again can be considered as a 
current source with the negative sequence reference currents as set-points. Figure 7-9 shows 
the tracking behavior of the LSC negative sequence currents, where in the first half cycle after 
fault occurrence there are remarkable differences between the reference currents and the 
measured currents. However, after the first half cycle those differences are not of significance 
anymore.  
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Figure 7-8 LSC negative sequence transient currents with pulsating component suppression 
 
Figure 7-9 LSC negative sequence current tracking behavior with pulsating component 
suppression 
7.2 DFIG Unsymmetrical Fault Response Analysis 
From the DFIG negative sequence stator current transfer function described in eq. (3.28) the 
dynamic response can be also separated into fast and slow responses in the negative sequence 
as follows: 
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Based on eq. (7.17) and (7.18) the time constants and eigen frequencies characterizing the 
negative sequence transient current are found to be: 
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It can be seen that the values in eq. (7.19) and (7.20) are the conjugate of the values describing 
the time constants and eigen frequencies of the positive sequence transient currents described 
in eq. (5.18) and (5.19). This is a general conclusion because the negative sequence space vector 
is rotating in the opposite direction of the positive sequence space vector. 
The transient current components constituting the total response of the DFIG stator negative 
sequence short-circuit current are consequently expressed as: 
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where, 
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AC transient current: 
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where, 
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Steady-state current: 
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Finally, the DFIG stator short-circuit space vector current is given by: 
       0 0 0 0S2 S2,DC S2,AC S2,SSi t i t i t i
   
     (7.26) 
and the phase current will be given by: 
        0 0 0S2,DC S2,AC S2,SSS2ai t i t i t i       (7.27) 
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7.2.1 DFIG Response Without Compensation 
If no control objective was assigned, the negative sequence rotor voltage would be kept at zero. 
Consequently, the dynamic response of the DFIG stator negative sequence current will be 
resultant from the step change in the stator’s negative sequence voltage. Accordingly, the 
dynamic response of the current is described by eq. (7.26). However, due to the delays 
introduced by measurement delays and converter sampling as well as the delays introduced by 
the Lê filter, a residual rotor voltage will be measurable, which will slightly modify the dynamic 
response of the current. Figure 7-10 shows the resultant rotor voltage which is of a very low 
magnitude. Therefore, the resultant residual current will also be of a small magnitude as shown 
in Figure 7-11. For the sake of simplicity it will be ignored in the further analysis. 
 
Figure 7-10 Residual negative sequence rotor voltage 
 
Figure 7-11 Resultant residual negative sequence stator current 
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The negative sequence current’S response is shown in Figure 7-12 with its transient current 
components shown in Figure 7-13. There are differences between the actual simulated result 
and the analytical result based on eq. (7.26) and (7.27) because of the residual rotor voltage. 
However, there is still a great resemblance between both signals, which proves the validity of 
the derived analytical equations. From the transient current components it can be concluded 
that the DFIG behaves exactly like an RL-circuit with the transient current component resultant 
from the rotation of a very low magnitude. It can be ignored completely. This is related to the 
high impedance associated with this current component and is characterized by the high value 
of the negative slip.  
 
Figure 7-12 DFIG stator negative sequence current’s response without compensation 
 
Figure 7-13 Negative sequence transient current’s components without compensation 
Therefore, the negative sequence current can be then described by: 
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where S2z is the negative sequence transient impedance described by:  
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7.2.2 DFIG Response With Negative Sequence Currents Suppression 
Here, the negative sequence rotor voltage is set to minimize the required negative sequence 
current, which can either be the rotor current or the stator current. In this work only the 
suppression of the rotor’s negative sequence current is discussed. However, the analysis would 
yield the same result if the stator’s current suppression was chosen. From the space vector 
model of the DFIG, the required rotor negative sequence voltage for rotor negative sequence 
current suppression under quasi stationary conditions is given by :  
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Due to the uncertainties in the parameters’ measurement the required rotor voltage is extended 
by a standard PI-controller and the rotor current feed forward term as follows: 
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  (7.31) 
The MSC negative sequence controller will be a facsimile of the positive sequence controller 
but with the reference currents set to zero as shown in Figure 7-14. 
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Figure 7-14 MSC negative sequence current controller 
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Based on Figure 7-14 the transfer function of the DFIG stator negative sequence current is 
found to be: 
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  (7.32) 
where 
   * *S SW DVS Le meas dt FFVR( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) jN s G s G s G s G s G s G         (7.33) 
      * * *S Le dt meas RW PI FFIR R( ) ( ) j j ( ) ( )D s G s G s G s G s G s G           (7.34) 
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The characteristic polynomial of the negative sequence current transfer function is of 14th order, 
which impair any effort done to find an adequate mathematical interpretation of the short-circuit 
parameters. Therefore, again and for the sake of simplicity, the delays introduced by the 
measuring filters and converter sampling are neglected. The frequency response of the transfer 
function with and without consideration of measurement and sampling delays is shown in 
Figure 7-15. From the disturbing quantity response can be concluded that exclusion of both 
*
measG  and 
*
dtG has only minor influence on the magnitude and phase angle of the current. Yet, 
the responses of the reference tracking are identical in the frequency range up to 100 Hz. 
However, beyond this frequency the phase angle tends to be constant without measurement 
delays while it keeps its descending with measurement delays. Although the phase angels differ 
in the range beyond 100 Hz, this difference will not have any remarkable influence on the 
dynamic response because there are no poles or zeros beyond this frequency except for the poles 
and zeros of the grid filters. Accordingly, the transfer function can be further reduced to: 
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where 
   S SW DVS Le FFV( ) ( ) ( ) ( )N s G s G s G s G      (7.38) 
   *S Le RW PI FFI( ) ( ) ( ) ( )D s G s G s G s G      (7.39) 
Figure 7-16 shows the negative sequence phase currents of the DFIG stator with and without 
consideration of measurement and sampling delays. Even though there is a difference between 
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both signals, it is not great and it is mainly related to the inflected third order harmonic 
component produced by the superimposed double grid frequency component on the DC link. 
This component has a greater magnitude when measurement and sampling delays are 
considered due to the extra delays in the system. 
 
Figure 7-15 Influence of measurement delays’ exclusion on DFIG stator’s negative sequence 
current frequency response 
 
Figure 7-16 DFIG stator’s negative sequence phase currents with and without measurement 
delays 
The characteristic polynomial of the simplified transfer function derived in eq. (7.37) is of 5th 
order, which is again difficult to analyze. However, taking a closer look at Figure 7-17, this 
shows the negative sequence short-circuit current in the simulation and in the analytical result 
based on eq. (7.37). From this it can be deduced that the analytical result resembles the actual 
simulated signal and only a small difference exists resulting from the inflected third harmonic 
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component produced by the superimposed double grid frequency component on the DC link. It 
should be noted that it is very difficult to account for such a component analytically. That is 
why it is excluded from the analysis. Based on the analytical interpretation the different 
transient currents are shown in Figure 7-18.  
 
Figure 7-17 DFIG stator’s negative sequence short-circuit current with rotor current 
suppression control 
 
Figure 7-18 DFIG stator’s negative sequence transient current components with rotor current 
suppression control 
There are four different AC transient currents, a DC transient current and a steady-state short-
circuit current. The first two AC transient currents are mainly characterized by the Lê filter’s 
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time constants, while the third and fourth are characterized by the machine electrical parameters 
and the PI-controller’s parameters. The DC transient current is characterized by a combination 
dominated by the machine’s electrical parameters and partially influenced by the Lê filter’s 
time constants and the PI-controller’s parameters. The steady-state fault current can be easily 
described by: 
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With the same procedure as for the symmetrical fault the DFIG dynamic response is separated 
into fast and slow. Thus, the resultant transfer functions are: 
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while 
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where S( )N s  and S( )D s  are the same as in eq. (7.32) and (7.33) but with the RMS representation 
for DVS( )G s , DVR ( )G s , RW ( )G s  and SW ( )G s . 
From eq. (7.41) the DC time constant and eigen frequency are found to be: 
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which for practical parameters of the PI-controller can be further reduced to: 
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while the transient impedance is found to be: 
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which again can be further reduced to: 
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The characteristic polynomial of the transfer function in eq. (7.44) is still of fourth order and 
any mathematical interpretation of the time constants and eigen frequencies would yield a very 
complex equation. However, some procedures can be employed to help in finding a reasonable 
mathematical representation of the time constants and eigen frequencies. Firstly, by taking a 
closer look at the transient components one can realize that the third and fourth transient 
currents are of a very small magnitude. The real reason behind this is that the Lê filter impedes 
a fast-decoupled control achieved by the feed-forward terms. Consequently, at the beginning of 
the fault the error voltage produced by the PI-controller experiences a very high transient 
impedance of the rotor circuit described by: 
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Secondly, the fourth transient current which represents the rotating component’s response to 
the fault is too small. This implies that it can be ignored. Finally, the time constant of the Lê 
filter Le,1  is too small compared to others and it can also be ignored. Both the first and second 
AC transient currents can be represented by one equivalent AC transient current. Based on the 
proposed procedures the following mathematical interpretation is derived: 
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It is clear that the expressions of the time constants and eigen frequencies characterizing the 
AC transient currents are complicated. Therefore, in order to reduce the computational effort to 
calculate the negative sequence short-circuit current, the third and fourth AC transient currents 
can be ignored. Then, the equivalent time constant and eigen frequency representing the first 
two AC transient currents can be expressed by: 
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Consequently, the negative sequence short-circuit current can be expressed as: 
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  (7.54) 
Figure 7-19 shows the difference between the actual simulated negative sequence current and 
the proposed approximate mathematical interpretation of it. It becomes clear that the proposed 
equation gives a very good representation of the actual current. 
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Figure 7-19 Approximate representation of the DFIG stator’s negative sequence short-circuit 
current with rotor current suppression control 
7.2.3 DFIG Response With Pulsating Torque Suppression 
The pulsating electromagnetic torque is given by: 
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The pulsating torque can be rewritten in a rotating reference frame as follows [119]: 
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Substituting for the stator voltages and neglecting the stator resistances yields: 
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In order to suppress the pulsating torque the following needs to be satisfied: 
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From this follows: 
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The required negative sequence rotor reference current is then derived by substituting for it. 
This yields the following relationship: 
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It should be noted that the real operator in eq. (7.57) was eliminated in the further procedure. 
However, the influence of this elimination will be discussed at a later point.  
 
Figure 7-20 DFIG electromagnetic response with pulsating torque suppression control 
Figure 7-20 shows the influence of pulsating torque suppression control on the DFIG 
electromagnetic torque. It is clear that the magnitude of the pulsating torque is reduced. 
However, it is also plain that the controller was too slow. Again, as discussed earlier, the error 
voltage output of the PI-controller experiences a high rotor transient impedance. The resulting 
time constant of the produced transient current is too great, as described in eq. (7.52). This 
shows that it takes too long for the rotor negative sequence current to track its reference value. 
Additionally, the reference currents are dependent on the dynamic response of the stator current, 
which is also influenced by several transient components as has been discussed earlier. An 
alternative method will be proposed at the end of this chapter that will increase the speed of 
response of the machine. 
The controller configuration will be exactly the same as in Figure 7-14. However, the rotor 
reference current will be set as in eq. (7.60). Accordingly, the stator’s negative sequence transfer 
function, excluding measurement and sampling delays, is found to be: 
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From eq. (7.61) it is obvious that the dynamic response of the positive sequence components 
influences the dynamic response of the negative sequence components. Furthermore, the 
positive sequence components lead to moving zeros during the fault period. In other words, the 
positive sequence component will keep on changing the position of the zeros of eq. (7.61) 
during the transient period because the stator’s positive sequence currents as well as the voltages 
do not jump directly to their steady-state values. If the positive sequence stator current is 
replaced by its transfer function as described in eq. (7.28), including the Lê filter for positive 
sequence separation, it will inflict five additional pole-zero pairs on the negative sequence 
transfer function. 
As a result, the zeros’ movement will be mainly influenced by the variation of the positive 
sequence rotor reference currents. This movement can be observed in Figure 7-21. It is clear 
that only the original zeros of the negative sequence current transfer function are in movement 
and not the inflicted ones. Additionally, the movement of the zeros is not sparse and it occurs 
mainly near to its start position. This is related to the fact that the rotor’s positive sequence 
reference currents do not experience any dynamics and just jump following an expected pattern 
to their new set values.  
According to eq. (7.61) the negative sequence short-circuit current contains ten transient current 
components. Five of them are mainly related to the negative sequence parameters, while the 
other five are introduced by the positive sequence dynamics. Figure 7-22 shows the difference 
between the actually measured current and the analytical one derived from eq. (7.61)8. Of 
course the exclusion of measurement and sampling delays is the main reason for the very small 
difference between the two signals.  
                                                 
8 The applied short-circuit impedance was selected to result in a negative sequence voltage magnitude of 0.15 p.u. 
at the PCC. This is in order to avoid any voltage limitation during the transient period. 
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Figure 7-21 Zeros’ movement of the negative sequence current transfer function for the first 
cycle influenced by the dynamic response of the positive sequence components 
 
Figure 7-22 DFIG stator’s negative sequence short-circuit current with pulsating torque 
suppression control 
As already mentioned the positive sequence dynamics will produce five semi-coherent pole-
zero pairs as illustrated in Figure 7-21. This implies that the associated transient currents will 
have a very small magnitude. Consequently, these currents can be ignored for the sake of 
simplicity without losing accuracy. Figure 7-22 shows the total transient currents, while Figure 
7-23 and 7-24 show the transient currents produced by the positive sequence dynamics and by 
the change in the reference currents, respectively. 
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Figure 7-23 DFIG stator’s negative sequence transient current components with pulsating 
torque suppression control 
 
Figure 7-24 Transient currents inflicted by the positive sequence’s dynamic response 
The reference currents do not change instantaneously, as they are basically dependent on the 
transient behavior of the stator currents. Therefore, the produced transient currents in response 
to the change in the reference currents are not that critical. However, the new values of the 
reference currents force the corresponding zero produced by the PI-controller to shift away from 
its respective pole as displayed in Figure 7-25, which shows the final position of that zero. This 
shift modifies the negative sequence impedance to result in the required steady-state current. 
Thus, the magnitude of the transient current associated with this pole-zero pair will increase, as 
the zero shifts away from the pole, in order to counter the instantaneous change of the steady-
state current to maintain a constant flux linkage in accordance with the law of constant flux. 
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Consequently, the transient currents produced in response to the change in the reference 
currents can be ignored except for the current defined by the aforementioned pole-zero pole. 
 
Figure 7-25 Zero shift away from the respective pole in response to the change in the reference 
currents  
 
Figure 7-26 Transient currents generated in response to the change in the rotor’s negative 
sequence reference currents 
Figure 7-26 shows the transient currents produced in response to the change in the reference 
currents. It becomes clear that all of them have a very small magnitude except for the fourth 
AC transient current. Finally, it can be assumed, based on the previous discussion, that all of 
the transient currents are produced in response to the step change in the stator’s negative 
sequence voltage, except for the fourth AC transient current. They are characterized by the same 
time constants and eigen frequencies as described in the previous section. Therefore, the 
negative sequence transient current can be expressed, following the same assumptions made in 
the previous section without ignoring the fourth AC transient current, as: 
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where the new steady-state fault current is given by: 
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The approximate short-circuit currents based on eq. (7.62) are shown in Figure 7-27. Despite 
the clear difference between the actual current signals and the approximate ones, the 
approximate currents still maintain great similarity with the actual currents. They are accurate 
enough to represent the short-circuit behavior of the DFIG in this case. 
   
 
Figure 7-27 Approximate representation of the DFIG stator’s negative sequence short-circuit 
current with pulsating torque suppression control 
7.2.3.1 Modified Pulsating Torque Suppression Controller 
As shown in the previous analysis, the DFIG negative sequence circuit is characterized by a 
large time constant influenced by electric characteristics of the machine and the PI-controller’s 
parameters. This large time constant inhibits the fast suppression of the pulsating torque. In 
order to overcome this, the parameters of the PI-controller need to be enlarged. However, if the 
positive sequence current in eq. (7.54) is replaced by its steady-state value described in eq. 
(5.59), this yields: 
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Therefore, it is far better to use the rotor reference currents rather than the measured positive 
sequence stator current, because this does not modify the pole-zero pairs’ position of the 
transfer function of the negative sequence stator current. Furthermore, the estimate of the 
required negative sequence rotor reference currents in eq. (7.64) does not require the same 
knowledge of the machine’s parameters as the one before. Another modification can be applied 
by considering the real operator that was ignored in eq. (7.57). This is beneficial because the 
imaginary part of the reference currents has absolutely no influence on the pulsating torque, but 
rather leads to an unjustified increase in the magnitude of the negative sequence MSC voltage 
as well as of the negative sequence current. This may consequently lead to over modulation, 
especially during the transient period. A final modification can be applied by replacing the 
rotor’s negative sequence currents by the reference current in the feed-forward term. This will 
significantly reduce the time constant introduced by the fourth transient AC current. It allows 
for a fast feed-forward decoupled control by the fast generation of the required voltage drop 
across the rotor’s negative sequence impedance by the MSC as there is no separation filter in 
the path of the reference current the way it is in the measured current. 
 
Figure 7-28 DFIG electromagnetic response with pulsating torque suppression modified 
control 
Figure 7-28 shows the behavior of the DFIG electromagnetic torque during a phase-to-phase 
short-circuit. It becomes clear how fast the pulsating torque is damped with the modified control 
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and how quickly it reaches its steady-state value in comparison to the normal suppression 
control.  
7.2.4  DFIG Response During Voltage Limitation 
It is more likely for the MSC to run into over-modulation during the occurrence of an 
unsymmetrical type of faults, especially with pulsating torque suppression control. In this case 
two modes of operation are likely, either the MSC runs into over-modulation in the first cycle 
during the transient period, or it does so during the whole fault’s period, meaning during the 
transient and the steady-state period. In the first case the required negative sequence rotor 
voltage’s magnitude exceeds the maximally allowed value only for a few milliseconds during 
the transient period and more likely after the first half cycle. In other words, this happens after 
the occurrence of the maximum peak current. In the second case the required negative sequence 
rotor voltage’s magnitude exceeds the maximally allowed value for the total fault period and 
also after the first half cycle. Figure 7-29 shows the voltage profile for both cases. In the first 
case the unsymmetrical fault resulted in a negative sequence voltage magnitude of 0.225 p.u at 
the PCC, while in the second case it resulted in 0.277 p.u. 
 
Figure 7-29 Required negative sequence rotor voltage profile for the two cases 
In the first case the negative sequence rotor voltage’s magnitude exceeds the limits only by 0.01 
p.u. for a half cycle. Furthermore, this increased value takes place after the occurrence of the 
peak value of the short-circuit current. For most of the cases where the required steady-state 
negative sequence rotor voltage is lower or equal to the MSC negative sequence voltage limits, 
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this scenario is more likely to repeat itself. Accordingly, there will be no remarkable influence 
on the dynamic response of the negative sequence short-circuit current except in the time period 
in which the high value occurs. However, in this time period the current’s magnitude will be 
post the peak descending to its minimum value as the rotor voltage is ascending to its maximum 
value. This conclusion can be clearly observed in Figure 7-30, which shows the difference 
between the simulated system and the expected one when the MSC negative sequence voltage 
limits are high enough. Based on this, eq. (7.54) and (7.62) can still be used for short-circuit 
current calculation without any change in their values.  
 
Figure 7-30 Influence of voltage limitation on DFIG stator negative sequence short-circuit 
current: 1st case 
In the second case, the negative sequence rotor voltage’s magnitude exceeds the limits almost 
by 0.1 p.u. for a half cycle. This increased value can be measured after the occurrence of the 
peak value of the short-circuit current as well as for the whole short-circuit period. This implies 
that there will be a change in the negative sequence current’s response, especially with regard 
to the steady-state value. However, again the peak value will be the same as the exceeding of 
the limit was after its occurrence. Figure 7-31 shows the difference between the simulated 
system and the expected one when the MSC negative sequence voltage’s limits are high enough. 
By observing the two currents it can be seen that the difference mostly occurs in the steady-
state period in the q-axis current, where the steady-state current is usually reactive representing 
the magnetizing current absorbed by the stator in case of unsymmetrical fault and rotor current 
suppression control. 
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Figure 7-31 Influence of voltage limitation on DFIG stator’s negative sequence short-circuit 
current: 2nd case 
 
Figure 7-32 Current difference between the simulated and expected short-circuit negative 
sequence current 
The change in the steady-state current will of course be accompanied by a transient current 
generation to oppose this instantaneous . By analyzing the current difference between the two 
current signals shown in Figure 7-32, it is found to contain two main current components 
illustrated in Figure 7-33. The first component is a steady-state current representing the 
sustained difference between the two signals, while the second is an AC transient current 
component, which is found to have almost the same time constant and eigen frequency as the 
fourth AC transient current described by eq. (7.52). 
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Figure 7-33 Components of the current difference 
 This is an expected result because, as already discussed in the previous section, any change in 
the steady-state currents through the alteration of the reference current will be countered by an 
AC transient current, i.e. the fourth AC transient current, characterized by time constants and 
eigen frequency described by eq. (7.52). Since the limitation of the rotor voltage yields a change 
in the steady-state current, it can be modeled as a change in the reference currents, because the 
rotor voltage’s magnitude is  reduced by generating a reactive reference current as discussed in 
chapter 4. Consequently, again, both eq. (7.54) and (7.62) can also be used for short-circuit 
current calculation only if the value of the steady-state current is changed as follows: 
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where 
S2 S2,maxv v   represents the ratio between the stator’s negative sequence voltage 
magnitude and the maximum stator negative sequence that results in the maximally allowable 
rotor negative sequence voltage. 
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8 Standard Calculation of Fault Current Contribution 
As presented in the last chapters, the short-circuit current of the DFIG-WT is not only dependent 
on the machine electrical parameters but it is rather dictated by a combination of factors, 
including the machine electrical parameters and the controller configuration and parameters. 
This makes a simple and reliable method to estimate the fault current contribution of the DFIG-
WT with sufficient accuracy is nearly impossible, because this requires a full knowledge of the 
DFIG-WT configuration. However, this information is usually not accessible and in most of the 
time unavailable for any grid operator as it consider from the intellectual property of the WT 
manufacturer. On the other hand the knowledge of the fault current contribution is essential for 
any grid operator or owner for proper rating and setting of the protective devices and relays. 
Furthermore, in the early design stage the WT manufacturer needs an initial estimation about 
the fault levels of his WT to roughly estimate the initial costs in a matter that allow him to be 
competitive with other WT manufacturers. 
Usually the IEC-60909 is applied to estimate the fault current contribution of the generation 
units. IEC-60909 offers simplified and reliable procedures based on equivalent voltage source 
calculation and correction factors for short-circuit current quantities calculation with sufficient 
accuracy. However, it is no more adequate for this purpose when it comes to DFIG-WT, 
because it only consider the generation unit electrical parameters. Therefore, in this chapter new 
methods is introduced to estimate an equivalent parameters of the DFIG-WT, which allows it 
to be used for fault current calculation using IEC-60909 and consequently leads to better 
accuracy in the results.  
8.1 Procedures For Fault Current Calculation According to IEC-
60909 
Considering the simple network shown in Figure 8-1 the fault current flowing into the short-
circuit is calculated by introducing an equivalent voltage source at the short-circuit location, 
where it represents the only active voltage of the system with all network feeders, synchronous 
and asynchronous machines are replaced by their internal impedances as illustrated in Figure 
8-2. 
Accordingly the initial symmetrical short-circuit current kI   is calculated using the eq. (8.1) 
with the equivalent voltage source n 3cV  at the short-circuit location and the short-circuit 
impedance kZ  [120]. 
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Figure 8-1 System diagram 
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Figure 8-2 Equivalent circuit diagram of the positive-sequence system 
The voltage factor c is a used for calculation of the minimum and maximum short-circuit 
currents, while kZ  is the short-circuit impedance of the electrical equipment and is multiplied 
with the impedance correction factors KG, KT and KS or KSO for generators (G), network 
transformers (T) and power station units (S) respectively. 
The peak short circuit current pi  is then calculated using the initial symmetrical current as 
follows:  
  
p k2i I    (8.2) 
The factor   accounts for the aperiodic DC component. The derivation of the factor   can be 
found in [121] and is given by: 
  
31.02 0.98 R Xe     (8.3) 
According to IEC-60909 there are three different methods for R X ratio calculation in meshed 
network, they are: 
1) Uniform R X ratio (Method A) 
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2) R X ratio at short circuit location (Method B) 
3) Equivalent frequency cf  (Method C) 
Method A  
The factor  is calculated based on eq. (8.3) taking the smallest ratio of R X  in all branches. 
Method B 
The R X  ratio is calculated from the equivalent impedance seen from the short-circuit 
location. A correction value 1.15 modifies the factor   to cover inaccuracies caused by using 
k kR X  ratio from network reduction with complex impedances. 
Method C 
The equivalent impedance seen from short-circuits location is calculated assuming c 20f Hz
, then the R X  ratio is calculated accordingly: 
  c c
c
R R f
X X f
   (8.4) 
8.2 Equivalent Short-Circuit Parameters Of DFIG-WT 
According to the IEC TR 60909-1 the total short-circuit current is described by: 
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where   is the impedance angle and U  is the voltage angle at the beginning of the short-
circuit, which is considered to be zero for the maximum value of pi .  
Consequently, the equivalent parameters of the DFIG-WT for fault current calculation is found 
by fitting the equation describing the total short-circuit current of the DFIG-WT described by 
eq. (5.62) to eq. (8.5), with the replacement of the subtransient current notation with the 
transient current notation.  
One can conclude from the analysis introduced in chapter 5 that for practical value, the integral 
gain part of the PI-controller do not influence the peak short circuit current significantly. This 
fact can be observed in Figure 8-3. Therefore, this current component can be ignored and the 
resultant time constant and eigen frequency of the equivalent AC transient currents becomes: 
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Figure 8-3 DFIG stator short-circuit current with P controller 
Equating eq. (5.62) with eq. (8.5) with the assumption that the short-circuit occurred at the zero 
crossing yields: 
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Figure 8-4 Influence of the PI controller parameters on the impedance angle 
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Figure 8-4 shows the influence of the PI controller parameters on the angles sin values for 
different machines ratings. As it is shown the values varies between 0.88 and 1. Therefore, in 
eq. (8.7) all the values can be replaced by one. This replacement would not have remarkable 
influence on the peak value and it would lead of course to a simpler derivation of the equivalent 
parameters without losing of accuracy. Furthermore, this is the same procedure followed in 
deriving the factor   in the IEC-60909. Consequently, eq. (8.7) is further reduced to:  
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where 
AC k S,ss LSC,ssi i i i    as given in eq. (5.9) and (5.56) and WT S,ss LSC,ssi i i  . 
linearizing the exponential terms in eq. (8.8) using Taylor series yields: 
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With the R X  value is lower than zero the peak value time occurrence would be lower than 
10 ms ( p 10t ms ). Therefore, the high order values can be ignored and the final equivalent 
R X  ratio is given by: 
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The steady-state current in eq. (8.10) is mainly dependent on how the reference currents for 
both the LSC and MSC are set during the short-circuit, which varies from manufacturer to 
another. Therefore, it is better to represent eq. (8.10) as follows: 
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   (8.11) 
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where contc  is a factor that represent the influence of the controller behavior on the value of the 
peak short-circuit current and it can be calculated from the FRT tests as follows: 
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where DC DCX R  are found from the machine electrical parameters and p,measi  is the measured 
peak current values from the FRT test, while ki  is the initial transient current which is 
calculated rather by using the transient impedance value given in eq. (5.55) or from fitting the 
measured short-circuit current under no load condition with the proposed mathematical 
interpretation in eq. (5.62) excluding the second AC transient current based on what has been 
made in this chapter. 
8.3 New Method For Estimation of The R/X ratio in Meshed 
Networks 
Considering the network shown in Figure 8-5, the total value of the aperiodic decaying DC 
current flowing through the fault is given by, assuming p.u. values: 
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Figure 8-5 Sample meshed network 
Applying linearization yields: 
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With 1 2 3 ......I I I I       , 1 3 n 1 3I V Z    and pt t  the equivalent R X is found to be: 
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and the factor   is calculated as follows: 
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where the factor eqc  is to compensate for the high order terms and peak time variation. 
Consequently, there would be no need for the correction value 1.15, instead it is assigned for 
the factor eqc . 
From eq (8.15) the equivalent R X  ratio is calculated based on the ratio of each individual 
branch to the total admittance. The new method gives a better interpretation of the meaning of 
the R X  ratio and it is much simpler and straight forward to calculate in comparison to the 
methods presented in the IEC-60909. 
8.4 Fault Current Contribution Case Study 
A case study with the proposed calculation methods will be performed in this section. The 
results with proposed method for estimating the equivalent R X  and the new given expression 
for the transient impedance will be compared to the results from the IEC-60909, firstly with 
methods B and C and secondly with the new proposed method for R X  calculation in meshed 
networks which will be referred to as method D. 
The network in Figure 8-6 will be used in this study case, where a three phase fault is applied 
at three different places consecutively, they are K11, K12 and K13. For each fault location the 
simulation results will be compared against the results from the new proposed methods and 
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IEC-60909 to determine which method offers better accuracy. The data of the network elements 
are as follow: 
Transformer T1: rT1 1500kVAS  ; rT1HV rT1LV/ 20kV / 0,69kVV V  ; krT1 6 %u  ; RrT1 1%u   
Transformer T2: rT2 16 MVAS  ; rT2HV rT2LV/ 110kV / 20kVV V  ; krT2 12 %u  ; RrT2 0,6 %u   
110-kV-Feeder: ''kQ 2000 MVAS  ; Q Q/ 0,1R X   
Cabel L1 to L10, NA2XS2Y 150 mm2: 0.211 kmR   ; 0.122 kmX     
Cabel L11, NA2XS2Y 500 mm2: 0.0681 kmR   ; 0.0681 kmX     
DFIG-WT (P1): LR rG/ 4.3412I I  ; G G/ 0.29933R X  . 
According to the new method proposed here the required DFIG-WT values for short-circuit 
current calculation are: 
DFIG-WT (P2): LR rG/ 4.116I I  ; G G/ 0.5311R X  . 
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Figure 8-6 Study case Network with nodes and cables numbering (The symbol G stands for 
DFIG-WT ) 
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Short-circuit calculation  
Table 8-1 states the values of the equivalent grid impedances as well as the initial symmetrical 
short-circuit currents for the different fault locations, while the values of the equivalent R X  
are found in Table 8-2 as seen from the fault location and the peak short-circuit current values 
for the same faults are found in Table 8-3. 
Table 8-1 Initial symmetrical short-circuit currents  
Initial symmetrical 
short-circuit 
currents in kA  
P1 P2 
 Fault location at K11 
n 20kVV   eq
2.34Z  
 eq
2.4Z    
L1 0.43 0.41 
L3 0.65 0.62 
L6 0.86 0.82 
L10 0.22 0.21 
L11 3.29 3.29 
K11 5.42 5.28 
Fault location at K12 
n 20kVV   eq 2.16Z    eq 2.21Z    
L11 1.898 1.83 
T2 4.039 4.04 
K12 5.869 5.74 
Fault location at K13 
n 110kVV   eq 6.51Z    eq 6.51Z    
Q 10.497 10.497 
T2 0.243 0.239 
K13 10.736 10.73 
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Table 8-2 R/X ratio as seen from the fault location 
Fault location 
Method B Method C Method D 
P1 P2 P1 P2 P1 P2 
K11 0.24 0.3 0.22 0.25 0.254 0.3769 
K12 0.16 0.2 0.12 0.13 0.172 0.267 
K13 0.1 0.11 0.1 0.1 0.119 0.1229 
 
Table 8-3 Peak short-circuit currents 
Peak short-
circuit currents 
in kA  
Method B Method C Method D Simulation 
P1 P2 P1 P2 P1 P2 
Fault location at K11 n 20kVV    
L1 0.91 0.83 0.93 0.87 0.87 0.84 0.83 
L3 1.37 1.25 1.39 1.31 1.3 1.26 1.24 
L6 1.81 1.65 1.84 1.73 1.7 1.66 1.6 
L10 0.46 0.42 0.47 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.42 
L11 6.97 6.6 7.08 6.92 7.06 6.49 6.65 
K11 11.47 10.6 11.66 11.11 11.4 10.68 10.4 
Fault location at K12 n 20kVV    
L11 4.37 4.04 4.55 4.352 3.69 3.59 3.62 
T2 9.31 8.93 9.68 9.616 9.7 8.8 9.29 
K12 13.52 12.68 14.07 13.66 13.39 12.4 12.25 
Fault location at K13 n 110kVV    
Q 25.788 26.72 25.821 26.36 25.9 25.9 25.6 
T2 0.597 0.59 0.598 0.59 0.51 0.5 0.511 
K13 26.38 26.29 24.41 26.36 26.14 26 26 
 
From Table 8-3 it can be seen that both Method B (P2) and D (P2) give the highest accuracy 
higher accuracy for the fault location at K11, followed by Method C (P2) and D (P1) for the 
second highest accuracy at the same location, while Method B (P1) and C (P1) give the lowest 
accuracy. On the other hand Method D (P2) and (P1) give the highest accuracy for both fault 
locations K12 and K13. The second highest accuracy achieved for the fault locations K12 and 
K13 is achieved by Method B (P2) and C (P2) and the lowest is achieved by Method B(P1) and 
C (P1). Consequently, it can be concluded from the given results that the new proposed method 
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for estimating the DFIG-WT values for short-circuit calculation as well as the new method for 
estimation of the R X  value in meshed network (D) yield higher accuracy when compared to 
any other methods. This is evident in Table 8-4 which shows the error in the calculation 
according to the different methods compared to the values from the simulation, where on the 
average error sum Method D (P2) gives the lowest error followed by Method B (P2) and Method 
D (P1). 
Table 8-4 Peak short-circuit current calculation error  
Calculation 
error in % 
Method B Method C Method D 
P1 P2 P1 P2 P1 P2 
Fault location at K11 
L1 9.64 0.00 12.05 4.82 4.82 1.20 
L3 10.48 0.81 12.10 5.65 4.84 1.61 
L6 13.13 3.12 15.00 8.12 6.25 3.75 
L10 9.52 0.00 11.90 4.76 2.38 0.00 
L11 4.81 -0.75 6.47 4.06 6.17 -2.41 
K11 10.29 1.92 12.12 6.83 9.62 2.69 
Fault location at K12 
L11 20.72 11.60 25.69 20.22 1.93 -0.83 
T2 0.22 -3.88 4.20 3.51 4.41 -5.27 
K12 10.37 3.51 14.86 11.51 9.31 1.22 
Fault location at K13 
Q 0.73 4.37 0.86 2.97 1.17 1.17 
T2 16.83 15.46 17.03 15.46 -0.20 -2.15 
K13 1.46 1.12 -6.12 1.38 0.54 0.00 
Average sum error 12error   
   9.0167 3.8783 11.533 7.4408 4.3033 1.8583 
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9 Summary and Conclusion 
A detailed analysis of the transient behaviour of the DFIG-WT during symmetrical and 
unsymmetrical faults has been performed taking into consideration the system nonlinearities 
that might influence the transient response. A new set of mathematical interpretations of the 
dynamic behaviour based on the performed analysis were provided and concurrently validated. 
The new mathematical interpretations help in the deep understanding of the machine dynamic 
behaviour, and thus help in assessing the machine stability when connected to any type of 
networks and in estimating the fault current limits under various disturbances. Furthermore, 
new control methods for FRT capability enhancement are proposed based on the newly 
developed mathematical interpretation. 
A detailed modelling of the DFIG-WT components considering the DFIG nonlinearities and 
the switching dynamics of the semiconductor devices. However, neither the leakage saturation 
and the skin effect of the DFIG were modelled due to the lack of information, but methods of 
modelling them were provided. It was shown that the switching dynamics of the semiconductor 
devices are very fast in the 1-2 s  range and it would slightly influence the harmonic spectrum 
of the output voltages and currents. Therefore, it was replaced by a switch model, which was 
proven to be much faster and accurate enough. 
The modelling process allowed for an independent controller design for each of the turbine, 
MSC and LSC. The turbine power-speed control allows for maximum energy yield through 
maximum power point tracking, while the pitch controller allows for speed limitation beyond 
the rated one. To allow for independent fast decoupled control of the MSC and LSC for the 
positive and negative sequence components a fast separation algorithm based on Lê filter was 
introduced and was later modified to reduce the gain in the high frequency range as well as the 
dynamic over-shoots. The decoupled feed-forward control augmented with a PI-controller to 
cover for measurement uncertainties as well as parameter variations during different operating 
conditions allows for fast and accurate tracking of the reference values. However, for reliable 
and safe operation the voltage and the current magnitudes should be limited to the rated values 
to guarantee continuous operation of the converters. In this essence the highest priority was set 
to the positive sequence active current followed by the positive sequence reactive current then 
negative sequence current and finally the harmonic currents, while for the voltage the highest 
priority was set to the negative sequence voltage to fulfill the required control objective, 
followed by the positive sequence and finally the harmonic voltages. 
The stability analyses of gird connected converter based renewable energy sources is performed 
by the impedance-based stability criterion. However, with the feed-forward decoupled control 
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the grid connected inverter behave as a current source and applying such stability criterion may 
lead to misleading results. Therefore, another two stability criterion that investigate the stability 
of the inverter output current and voltages in both the floating mode and stand-alone mode. For 
the LSC it was shown that the stability margin for the output current increases as the grid SCR 
increases and when the grid filters were implemented the phase margins decreases as the grid 
SCR increases, while the stability margin for the output voltage is not influenced by the grid 
SCR or by the grid filters. With active damping the phase margin increases for some selected 
harmonics. On the contrary the voltage limitation has considerably reduced the gain margins 
for the output current in some high frequency bands. For MSC the grid stiffness does not has 
remarkable influence on the machine stability as well as the magnetic saturation. However, the 
stator filter is critical for the stability of the stator current, where the phase margins were very 
small for different grid SCR beyond 750 Hz. On the other hand, the voltage limitation tend to 
increase the phase margins in the this range because it limits the current magnitudes in this 
range. 
With the full DFIG-WT system being provided a detailed an accurate analysis of the fault 
response is performed. It was shows through a step by step analysis that the dynamic response 
of the LSC to voltage drops are fast and yields small current magnitudes and full dynamic 
rejection of the disturbing quantity could be assumed. This yields that the LSC could be 
considered as a current source with the reference currents as the internal set points. On the 
contrary the DFIG suffers from a very high short-circuit current magnitudes in response to the 
stator voltage drops. It was shown that the DFIG stator short-circuit current contains two 
decaying AC transient currents and one DC decaying transient current. The transient currents 
are found to be characterized by the electrical parameters of the machine as well as the 
parameters of the PI-controller, where an approximate expressions describing the time constants 
and eigen frequencies of each transient component were provided and validated. The influence 
of the non-linarites on the short-circuit behavior were then examined. It was shown that the 
magnetic saturation did not have any influence on the short-circuit current and the main reason 
was that the variation of the leakage coefficient forced by the variation of the main inductance 
has led to a counter variation in the total inductance. On the other hand the voltage limitation 
had forced the system poles and zeros to navigate to another positions leading to a totally 
different response to the expected one. However, the voltage limitation occurred after the first 
half cycle, which means that the peak value remains the same. 
The deep knowledge and understanding of the DFIG dynamics allowed then to propose five 
new methods to reduce the high peak short-circuit current it suffers from in order to enhance 
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the FRT capability as well as to protect the semiconductor devices against them. The first four 
methods were driven in way either to increase the rate of change of the internal transient voltage 
or to virtually increase the transient impedance. Additionally, they were designed once 
considering open-loop configuration and second considering the closed-loop configuration. 
However, for the methods to be practically applicable the gains should be designed in a way 
that would result in highest peak reduction without running into over modulation or to lead to 
disconnection. Therefore, the MVMO were used to optimally tune the gains of the transient 
impedance compensation method which satisfy the given criteria. The last proposed method 
were designed in a way that would result in a high decaying rate of the AC transient current 
components through the modification of the feed forward term of the rotor currents. It was 
shown that all the proposed methods were able to reduce the peak short-circuit current 
significantly, this is without violating the safety boundaries of the converter. 
The occurrence of unsymmetrical voltage at the DFIG-WT terminals has a series of negative 
consequences on both the DFIG and the LSC, like pulsating torque and voltages in the DC link, 
power loss, overheating, etc... Therefore a dedicated controller should be designed to overcome 
such consequences. However, there are concrete control objectives assigned for negative 
sequence control in the DFIG-WT, which can be fulfilled one at a time. The analysis of the 
unsymmetrical fault response of the DFIG and LSC for each control objective were provided, 
and again as before an approximate expressions describing the short-circuit current as well as 
the time constants and eigen frequency were provided and validated. From the analysis again 
the LSC dynamics can be totally ignored and it could be considered either as an open circuit in 
case of current suppression control or as a current source with the reference currents as internal 
set-points in case of pulsating voltage suppression control. Without compensation the DFIG 
can be considered as a RL circuit and the rotating components can be totally ignored due to the 
very high rotor transient impedance resulted from the high negative slip. When negative 
sequence rotor current suppression is set as controller objective, the stator short-circuit current 
will contain five different transient currents which are characterized by combination of the 
machine electrical parameters, PI-control parameters and the parameters of the Lê filter. 
However, not all of the transient currents of a significant magnitude, and the short-circuit 
current can be approximated with only one AC and DC decaying transient current. This 
approximated mathematical interpretation of the negative sequence short-circuit current were 
proven to be adequate and holds high resemblance to the actual behavior. It was shown that the 
positive sequence dynamics influence the zeros position of the stator current with pulsating 
torque suppression control, where the zeros keep on changing their positions during the 
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transient period. However, the zeros excursion are not sparse and the short-circuit current under 
this condition contains ten decaying transient currents, which again can be approximated only by 
three; two AC and one DC decaying transient currents in addition to of course the steady-state 
current. Again the provided approximate short-circuit current expression were proven to be accurate 
enough to represent the actual behavior. One of the two AC transient currents under this controller 
objective is characterized with a very large time constant. This large time constant impede the fast 
suppression of the pulsating torque. Therefore, a modified structure of the controller was provided 
in order to overcome such behavior and to guarantee fast suppression of the pulsating torque. The 
new controller structure were proven to be much faster than the original one and would not result 
in extra transient current components but rather in lower number. It is more likely for the MSC to 
run into over-modulation during unsymmetrical type of faults, which may result in two operating 
modes; either to run into over-modulation in the first cycle during the transient period, or in the 
whole duration of the fault meaning during the transient and steady-state period. In the first case 
the negative sequence rotor voltage magnitude exceeds the limits after the first half cycle and for a 
limited time window. Consequently, the peak value of the short-circuit current will remain and the 
current wave will almost retain the same behavior. Therefore, the pre provided short-circuit current 
expressions is still valid and need no reformation. In the second case the voltage limitation is 
represented as a variation in the value of the reference current dependent on the amount of the 
required rotor voltage. In this case the expression of the steady-state current is only modified with 
a factor that represents the ratio between the required rotor voltage and the maximum value. 
From the analysis provided throughout this thesis it is clear that the short-circuit current of the 
DFIG-WT is dictated by a combination of factors, including the machine electrical parameters as 
well as the controller parameters. Unfortunately, any information of the controller structure or 
configuration is obscured, because it is considered as an intellectual property of the manufacturer. 
However, its knowledge is inevitable for the calculation of the fault current contribution of the 
individual generation set. Therefore, a very simple and direct forward method is provided to 
estimate an equivalent parameters of the DFIG-WT, which later helps in calculating its fault current 
contribution is the same manner as in IEC-60909. The new method is dependent on firstly 
representing the short-circuit current with only three current components and from the FRT tests 
with no-load conditions an equivalent R X  and locked rotor current ratios are estimated. 
Furthermore, a new method to estimate the R X  of meshed networks, which is based on the 
linearization of the exponential decaying term, were provided. The new method is an easy and 
direct method and gives a better interpretation of the R X  ratio in comparison to the methods 
provided in the IEC-60909. A study case was performed to prove the adequacy of the new 
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methods and from comparing the results to the one from the simulation it was shown that the 
new method gives the highest accuracy with an average error of 1.85% compared to all other 
method of the IEC-60909. 
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Appendix 
A.1. DFIG Parameters 
Parameter Symbol Value 
Rated voltage Vr 690 V 
Rated frequency fr 50 Hz 
Rated power Pr 2000 kW 
Stator resistance rs 0.017 p.u. 
Stator leakage inductance lσs 0.135 p.u. 
Rotor resistance rR 0.02 p.u. 
Rotor leakage inductance lσR 0.08 p.u. 
Magnetizing inductance lM 3.35 p.u. 
Nominal speed nr 1500 min
-1 
Generator inertia JR 1.25 p.u. 
Wind rotor inertia JW 5.5 p.u. 
Shaft stiffness ksh 455 p.u./rad 
Shaft damping dsh 3.15 p.u. 
MSC maximum current iMSC_max 1.11 p.u. 
MSC maximum voltage vMSC_max 0.45 p.u. 
LSC inductance lLSC 0.15 p.u. 
LSC resistance rLSC 0.0015 p.u. 
LSC maximum current iLSC_max 0.21 p.u. 
LSC maximum voltage vLSC_max 1.14 p.u. 
A.2. Space Vectors 
The quantities of a three-phase system like voltage, current and flux linkage can be described 
by a space vector, which consists of two orthogonal components and the zero sequence. The 
space vector can be calculated by the Clarke transformation as follows:  
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The zero sequence component can be disregarded, if there is no neutral connection of the three 
phase systems. This was the case for the DFIG and the converters in this thesis. Accordingly, 
the space vector component can be described in stationary reference frame by: 
  
0 jy y y 
    (A.2) 
The space vector can be transformed into a rotating reference frame with a frequency 
corresponding to the measured three phase system. This will result in a DC quantities (dq 
components), that allows the control with PI-controllers. The space vector can be transformed 
into this rotating reference frame by the following transformation: 
  0 0 0 00d q
-j
j
t
y y y y e
          (A.3) 
In order to transform back the space vector into three phase system the inverse Clarke 
transformation is applied: 
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